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Building Dreams
by Colleen E. Pappas ’99
Asst. News Editor
This year, 80 students from PC 
participated in the Habitat for Hu­
manity Alternative Spring Break, 
which lasted from Saturday, March 
22nd to Friday, March 27th.
hy Kathy Saad '97
Group photo of volunteers in Almost Heaven, West Virginia
Habitat for Humanity is a non­
profit Christian organization that 
builds houses for low-income 
families with the help of volun­
teers.
The students from PC traveled 
to many locations along the East 
Coast this year. There were eight 
individual trips to locations that 
included Trumbull, CT and 
Camden, NJ. There were three lo­
cations in Pennsylvania: Butler,
Summer In Calcutta
by Kristina Newman ’99
News Writer
Have you ever imagined what 
it would be like to volunteer in a 
third world country? During the 
summer of 1995, Rebecca 
Dunphey ’97 traveled to Calcutta, 
India to volunteer with Mother 
Teresa’s organization, the Mission­
aries of Charity.
Dunphey stressed that she “re­
ally had the drive to do this, but 
volunteering in this way is some­
thing that is very easy for some­
one to do.”
While Dunphey was a fresh­
man in college, Mother Teresa, 
who she “always had a dream of 
meeting,” gave a speech in Wash­
ington. D.C. to encourage people 
to choose adoption over abortion. 
Mother Teresa asked for “people 
to bring all their babies” to her or­
phanage in India. Before she heard 
the speech, all Dunphey knew was 
th-at Mother Teresa had centers 
throughout the world that cared for 
the disadvantaged. Since 
Dunphey, a Public Service major 
with a concentration in child stud­
Washington, and York. There were 
also three locations in West Vir­
ginia: Circleville, South Charles­
ton, and Parkersburg.
For the students involved, it 
was a chance not only to lend a 
hand in various communities, but 
also to work right alongside those
individuals whose houses they are 
working to build.
Kathy Saad ’97, who helped 
organize the Alternative Spring 
Break trips, became involved in 
Habitat for Humanity as a sopho­
more and recommends the experi­
ence to others.
“My favorite part is going into 
a completely new environment and 
becoming absorbed within that 
community,” remarked Saad.
ies, loves children, she decided to 
find out everything she could 
about the orphanage and what she 
had to do to travel to Calcutta.
Dunphey met with a woman in 
her church who had previously 
been to India and had worked in 
Mother Teresa’s orphanage. The 
woman showed Dunphey photo­
graphs, including a picture of the 
children. “Their smiling faces 
were beautiful,” Dunphey said.
A short lime later, Dunphey 
heard Father Barranger give a ser­
mon about the importance of fol­
lowing one’s heart when it came 
time to decide where to serve. 
Dunphey knew then that she had 
to act on her desire to volunteer in 
Calcutta. The planning process 
took a year, during which time 
Dunphey “researched the whole 
trip very carefully.”
She wrote to Mother Teresa di­
rectly, emphasizing in her letter 
how much she wanted to come to 
Calcutta. Although she had no idea 
what she would do upon her arrival 
in India, Dunphey went ahead and 
made her plane reservations while 
she wailed for a reply to her letter.
“And knowing that I’m helping the 
community out there and that 1 
take a piece of that community 
back to Providence and that is a 
great feeling.”
During the week-long experi­
ence, the student volunteers usu­
ally stay at local community cen-
lers, church basements, or school 
gymnasiums.
For many, the most moving part 
of the experience is encountering 
the extreme poverty in the commu­
nities they visit.
“My trip to West Virginia was 
beyond words,” declares Saad. 
“Here I was surrounded by this
continued on page 4
Dunphey had to listen to critics 
who claimed that “India was a dan­
gerous place and a twenty-year old 
while American woman should not 
go there.” On the other hand, 
Dunphey was encouraged by 
people who “told her to follow her 
heart.”
A week before her flight, 
Dunphey received a personal let­
ter from Mother Teresa, who told 
her that she was welcome to come 
to India and serve with “the poor­
est of the poor.” Dunphey was met 
at the airport in Calcutta by a man 
who was “a friend of a friend,” and 
he took her to the Mother House 
of the Sisters of Charity. She ex­
plained that “all someone has to do 
is mention Mother Teresa, and any 
person in Calcutta will show you 
where to go.”
After Dunphey arrived, things 
began to fall into place. She went 
to a youth hostel, where she met 
volunteers from all over the world. 
There were twenty volunteers, rep­
resenting seventeen countries, 
where she stayed.
In addition to the orphanage, 
Mother Teresa has other houses,
Double Dutch:
The Controversy Over Double- 
Counting Courses
by Greg McGonigle ’00
News Writer
The ides of March seems a sig­
nificant time for refining the cur­
riculum at Providence College, 
and a decision made seven years 
ago is being reconsidered on its 
anniversary: the double-counting 
of courses.
Recent attention has centered 
on the question of whether stu­
dents may count courses simulta­
neously toward fulfilling the re­
quirements of their majors and 
minors, but the eventual ruling 
may effect whether Undergradu­
ate Degree Requirement courses 
fulfill both UDRs and require­
ments for majors and/or minors.
In an article in the March 20th 
issue, The Cowl reported on the 
third point of the February/March 
Faculty Senate Bill (# 89-90/1/7) 
which set the requirements of a 
minor as “6 or 7 courses of at least 
3 credits each, outside of a 
student’s concentration” and how 
a November 1, 1996 memo by 
Associate Vice President of Aca­
demic Administration Carol 
Hartley meant to train some new 
program directors interpreted that 
language as a prohibition on the 
double-counting of courses.
In the wake of the memo, Vice 
President of Academic Adminis­
tration Thomas Canavan sent a 
memo on February 11,1997, call­
ing for a meeting of academic pro­
gram directors to discuss double­
counting on February 26.
In response to these moves, 
roughly forty students formed a 
“Coalition for Higher Learning” 
and met on March 17 and 19, 
drafting a proposal with three rec­
ommendations on double-count­
ing and presenting it to Canavan. 
At that meeting Canavan stated 
that short-term issues would be 
considered by Dean of Under­
graduate Studies, Rev. Robert 
Bond, O.P., and that long-term 
ones would be addressed by the 
Faculty Senate and academic pro­
gram directors.
The Coalition has taken some 
heat for not acting within the Stu­
dent Congress’ Academic Affairs 
Committee, said junior Christina 
Kelly, one of the Coalition’s
including places for the dying, 
mentally ill, shelters, and food and 
medical dispensaries, all of which 
rely on volunteers.
Dunphey went to the orphan­
age, where she met “the most 
beautiful children. There were two 
hundred sick or abandoned kids, 
and one hundred and fifty babies.” 
Dunphey met the two sisters in 
charge of the orphanage, and con­
vinced them to allow her to work 
with the babies. She said that “the 
volunteers are not usually permit­
ted to work with the babies be­
cause they can bring disease to 
them, and these babies do not have 
medical care.” Dunphey provided
continued on page 4
member’s. Academic Affairs, 
however, seems in disorder after 
the stepping-down of its most re­
cent chairperson and its failure to 
replace her. Despite the flack, one 
Congress representative praised 
the Coalition for the amount of 
work it has done.
During the past two months, 
as the Coalition met several more 
times, Vice President Canavan 
has been collecting information 
from academic program staff 
members on how they have been 
advising in the past years relative 
to double-counting. He is for­
warding this information to the 
Faculty Senate which has referred 
the issue to its Academic Affairs 
Committee of Professors Carol 
Crafts (chairperson); Peter 
Bongiorni; Rev. Francis Brocato, 
O.P.; Mary Farrell; Stephen 
Lynch; and Bernadette Topal.
Senate President Patrick Reid 
expressed in an April 4 telephone 
interview his hope that the issue 
will not come to the Senate floor. 
In an interview on April 8, how­
ever, Chairperson Crafts, main­
tained that the outcome of her 
committee’s examination (begin­
ning later that day) would be hard 
to predict but might take the form 
of a recommendation or legisla­
tion.
Crafts said that the issue in­
volves “whether and what” 
double-counting has been and 
should be authorized by the col­
lege. She noted that Bill # 89-90/ 
1/7 was meant to open the possi­
bility of minors, and that all mi­
nors which the Senate has ap­
proved since that time have been 
passed as separate (and perhaps 
overriding) legislation. She said 
that if a policy restricting double­
counting is imposed it would be 
incorporated into student refer­
ence publications, but that if 
double-counting continues as it 
has, then such communication is 
improbable.
Double-counting, which (as 
Canavan expressed to Crafts) 
bears on the very legitimacy of 
how a college’s degrees are re­
garded in academic and profes-
continued on page 4
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News Briefs
Attention Class of ’99 National Library Week
Hey Class of 1999, spring has 
sprung! As the temperatures rise, 
shorts will be the appropriate at­
tire. Well, we’ve got them for you. 
Black double mesh shorts with the 
Class of ’99 logo have arrived. 
They will be on sale from April 9- 
1 Ith, 10:30-2:30, in lower Slavin 
for a cost of $ 15 a pair. They come 
in sizes Medium, Large, and Ex­
tra Large. Every class has 
sweatshirts, now get your shorts!
Well, as soon as Spring Break 
was over and the snow stopped, 
approximately 400 sophomores 
filed into Alumni Gym on April 
2nd to enjoy the beach. The JRW 
Ring Committee turned the basket­
ball courts into a tropical scene 
complete with grass huts, leis, ex­
otic birds, punch fountains, um­
brellas, palm trees, and beach 
balls.
During the Ring Premiere, the 
Class of 1999 got its first glimpse 
of the ring collection dedicated to 
the memory of our classmate Chris 
Pomcrleau. In fact, the premiere 
was attended by the Pomcrleau
The Twentieth Annual Undergraduate 
Conference on Bioethics 1997
Part of the largest Providence 
College delegation of presenters, 
discussants, and fami­
lies who participated in 
the March 15 Eastern 
Regional Meeting 
hosted by the Mendel 
Society of Boston Col­
lege. Seated (l.-r.): Joy 
Conslant1nc-“Relying 
on Relgious Ethics in 
Medical Discussions
Andrea Mazzacua-” As­
pects of Health Care 
Rationing,” Aimee 
Levesque-“Genetic 
Enhancement vs. Gene 
Therapy: Where do 
We Draw the Line?”
Anthony Gallo-"Ethi-
cal Base for Anencephalic Neo­
nate Tissue Donation,” Amanda 
Fresulone-"The Medical and 
Ethical Issues Surrounding the
-----------E.M.T. Hours Extended------------
Extended E.M.T. hours have now given the Student Health Center 
24-hour coverage. The E.M.T.’s are available by calling X2888 from 
7:30 pm to 7:30 am every weekday. Saturday and Sunday they will 
be here 24 hours a day except when students leave campus for breaks.
Health Care Fair ’97
HEALTH FAIR ‘97 
(FOURTH ANNUAL)
Wednesday - April 23, 1997 
11 -3 pm 
’64 Hall Slavin
Health Screenings
Cholesterol 
Blood Pressure 
Depression
Percentage of Body Fat 
Health Risk Appraisals 
Nutrition Counseling 
And More...
Health Education 
American Cancer Society 
American Diabetes Association 
Bath and Body Works 
Chiropractic Physician 
Drug and Alcohol Treatment As­
sociation
family who accepted a memorial 
certificate on behalf of our class. 
In addition, the class and the 
Pomerleau family learned that for 
every ring ordered Balfour and the 
ordering student would each give 
$1 toward the Chris Pomerleau 
Scholarship Fund!
Adding to the fun at the Ring 
Premier were the free give-aways. 
Free rings went to the winners of 
the limbo contest, Chris Anastasia 
and Juliette Speck, and a free JRW 
bid was given to the lucky raffle 
winner. Plus, the first 99 people 
received a free T-Shirt! The fol­
lowing day Balfour kicked off a 
week of ring order taking sessions. 
If you missed out, more times will 
be scheduled and announced. 
Overall, the Ring Premiere was a 
great success.
Furthermore, the JRW planning 
is going smoothly. As the news­
letter said, “JRW is not in 
Peterson” so do not worry too 
much. In fact, the JRW Core is 
coming up with awesome events 
for our weekend. Of course the
MCMXCVII
Separation of Conjoined Twins.” 
Standing (l.-r.(Thomas Reith III- 
“An Ethical Return to Secret Ra­
diation Experiments in the
Herbologist
M.A.D.D.
Massage Therapy Associates 
Mental Health Association of 
Rhode Island
Podiatrist
R.I. Rape Crisis Center 
Weight Watchers
And More...
On-Campus Representatives
Athletics
Balfour Center for Multicultural
Affairs
Sodexho
Student Development Center
COME SEE!
Sponsored by the Student 
Health Center
locations must be kept secret, but 
I promise the nights will be filled 
with energy and excitement. If you 
have any questions about the JRW 
please contact a class officer in the 
Student Congress Office or the 
JRW Core Chair, Matt Toole.
Finally, DONE WITH CIV is 
approaching. The date for the 
event is May 2 on the Quad. In 
case of rain, it will be in Stuart’s. 
Music, a BBQ, and T-Shirts will 
be available, but more details will 
follow in future publications. 
Also, thanks to all those who sub­
mitted T-shirt designs. We re­
ceived so many great ideas and 
suggestions. The winning design 
will be announced next week. 
However, with only six weeks re­
maining to the school year, things 
arc beginning to move faster. Try 
to keep the pace going, enjoy the 
BDBs if your are attending one, 
and savor the spring air! Have a 
great week!
by Michael Liard ’99 
Sophomore Class President
USA,” Sister Ann Slankiewicz, 
Lisa Burak-“Eetal Rights Over­
ride Complete Maternal 
Autonomy,” Nicole Gar- 
nct-“Physician-Assisted 
Suicide and the Hospice 
Care Model,” Lisa-Mary 
O’Donnell-“Unethical 
Experimentation on 
Children: A Case Study: 
Willowbrook School, 
N.Y.,1956,” Celeste 
Alcantra, Karen Thomas, 
Michael Manning- 
“ Abuse of Power at Ab­
erdeen (?), Time for 
Change (?).” Panel Mod­
erators included alumna 
Stephanie Sarantopolous 
’95 of Boston University
School of Law, and Dominicans 
Sr. Ann, and Fr. Cassidy of the Phi­
losophy Department.
A
Message
From
Father
McPhail
A sexual assault 
has been reported 
to my office hav­
ing occurred in 
the early morning 
hours of this past 
Sunday, April 6, 
in the Pinehurst 
area.
I ask you to 
exercise caution 
and prudence.
Phillips Memorial Library will 
be the site for events to commemo­
rate National Library Week, April 
13-19.
For the week of April 13-19, a 
poster will be displayed on the first 
floor of the library picturing mem­
bers of the PC community photo­
graphed with a favorite book. On 
Friday, April 18, from 1 pm to 3pm 
on the first floor of the library, PC 
students will read their own works 
of poetry and prose. On the same 
day, from 2pm to 4pm, in the 
Fogarty Room on the second floor 
of the library, there will be a re­
ception with refreshments.
Security Activity Log
For the Period: 03-08-97 to 04- 
04-97
On March 13,1997 at 2:15 pm on 
Eaton St. a vehicle, belonging to a 
non-PC student, struck the stone 
wall behind the library causing 
some damage to the top portion.
On March 14, 1997 at 12:45 am 
on Huxley Ave. a theft occurred. 
A vehicle parked in front of 
Guzman was stolen.
On March 16, 1997 at 3:07 am on 
Weybossett St. an assault occurred. 
A PC student received several 
punches and kicks to the face area 
at Your Mothers cafe.
On March 16, 1997 at 4:00 pm on 
Eaton St. several loud parties were 
occurring. Students at 59, 64, 68, 
were gathered outside, drinking 
beers and celebrating the PC vic­
tory. Students were cooperative.
On March 18, 1997 at 1:40 am on 
Pembroke St. one subject was ar­
rested for malicious damage with 
a motor vehicle; knocking over 
garbage cans on the street.
On March 18, 1997 at 5:18 am in 
Apt. C a Non-PC student was es­
corted off-campus for breaking 
parielals.
On March 19, 1997 at 8:54 am in 
Davis Hall a Non-PC student 
stayed overnight several times as 
indicated by excessive parking 
violations.
On March 21, 1997 at 1:22 am in 
Meagher Hall marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia found in a student’s 
room.
On March 21, 1997 at 1:22 am in 
Meagher Hall a PC student was 
escorted out of building.
On March 21, 1997 at 4:46 pm in 
Fennell Hall a knife was confis­
cated while on routine fire safety
There will be a student meet- • 
ing to discuss Providence-In- : 
Europe policies on April 17th J 
at 5 pm in Slavin Pit. •
All students are welcome : 
to attend. :
“The point of the week is to 
raise awareness of libraries and of 
reading for various reasons: learn­
ing, fun, and for personal enrich­
ment,” said Stephen Sadlicr, of the 
Phillips Memorial Library periodi­
cals department, and member of 
the National Library Week Com­
mittee. “We are trying to let people 
know we are here by trying to in­
volve people on the campus and 
our community in our mission.”
The events are free and open to 
all.
by Matthew F. Stauff ’00 
News Writer
inspection.
On March 21, 1997 at 5:47 pm in 
Aquinas Hall two PC students re­
ported that their wallets were sto­
len from their room possibly by a 
suspicious young female selling 
candy.
On March 22, 1997 at 1:33 am on 
Eaton Street students gathered in 
the street, blocking the road and 
chanting for the PC victory. One 
student was arrested for disorderly 
conduct.
On March 27, 1997 at 5:33 pm in 
Apartment C a keg was confis­
cated while on routine fire safety 
inspection.
On March 30, 1997 at 7:30 am in 
Schneider Lot a vehicle had bro­
ken window on passenger side, 
front seal and the contents of the 
glove compartment were on the 
seat and floor.
On March 30, 1997 at 9:25 am in 
Schneider Lot a vehicle had bro­
ken window on the passenger side 
and the hood was open.
On March 31, 1997 at 3:45 am in 
Apartment C a keg was confis­
cated outside of Apartment C.
On March 31, 1997 at 2:41 pm in 
Apartment C a keg was confis­
cated from a room while on rou­
tine fire safety inspection.
On April 1, 1997 at 12:48 in 
Schneider Lot a vehicle was bro­
ken into and various items were 
stolen.
On April 2, 1997 at 9:11 am in 
Meagher Hall malicious damage 
was done to the Hall Director’s 
room.
On April 4, 1997 at 3:21 am in 
Meagher Hall students threw ar­
ticles out the window including 
beer bottles and pizza boxes.
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Benefit Concert Scholarship Opportunities
by Matthew F. Stauff ’00
News Writer
PC graduate Steven Evangelista 
’96 will be performing in concert 
to benefit an eighteen-year-old
contributed by Marta Makuc '97
Steve Evangelista ’96 tickling the ivories
cancer patient. The Johnston, 
Rhode Island native will be play­
ing at Comedy Connection in East 
Providence on April 15 at 8pm.
Katie Macari, also of Johnston, 
RI, is a neighbor of Evangelista 
and was diagnosed with cancer 
about two years ago. The money 
will go to cover the expenses of 
her having a bone marrow trans­
plant.
While at PC, Evangelista 
graduated with a double major in 
humanities and Italian. He was 
involved in musical ministry, 
Habitat for Humanity, the Com­
mittee for Modern Languages, and 
The President’s Committee for 
• •••••••••••• • • • • •
•Interested in writing, drawing, or working on the • 
: business side of die (Cotol next year? :
: There will be an informational meeting next : 
: week-look for signs! •
• •••••••• • • • •••••••••••••••••• • •••••
Doing It For The “T”
>••••••••••••
by Shannon McGrath ’99
Contributing Writer
One year ago I saw one of my 
best friends’ life change before my 
eyes on television. He was skat­
ing down the ice in his first hockey 
game at Boston University and 11 
seconds into his first shift he hit 
the boards and was paralyzed from 
the neck down. For reasons that 
are more complex than I can ex­
plain he caught the attention of the 
media and within days he was 
known world wide. People from 
all. over the country began to write 
letters, send cards, gifts and money 
to help his cause. I am referring to 
the events that transpired in Travis 
Roy’s life.
Please mail your contribution made payable to NSCIA GBC and return to the athlete at:
Athlete’s Name_____________________________ ____________
Mailing Address
City
National Spinal Cord Injury Association 
2 Rehab Way, Woburn, MA 01801 
Office (617) 933-8666 Fax (617) 933-0043
sciboston@aol.com 
National Hotline (800) 962-9629
101st Boston Marathon Benefit Run for the 
National Spinal Cord Injury Association
Studies. He was also valedictorian 
of his class.
He will be singing many of his 
own compositions from his tape 
while accompanying himself on 
the piano. The first side of his tape
is called “If I Only Had” and the 
second side is entitled “Your 
Friend.” The tape was created to 
sell for the benefit of Macari. 
Tapes will be sold after the show 
for five dollars. During the per­
formance local comedians will be 
performing in between songs.
“There are a lot of people out 
there who do not think one person 
can make a difference,” com­
mented Evangelista. “Katie’s 
courage has inspired me and God 
gave me the gift of music and I felt 
I should use it to help someone 
else.”
To order tickets or tapes call 
944-2647.
•••••*••••••••••••
Travis and I attended the same 
prep-school, Tabor Academy, and 
are the closest of friends. Through­
out the last year I have tried to sup­
port Travis and his family as often 
as possible. 1 have recently been 
presented with the opportunity to 
further help Travis and other 
people in similiar situations. But, 
before I tell what I want to do, let 
me present to you why I want to 
do it. Travis has given many in­
spirational speeches within the last 
year. One of these speeches, given 
on his last birthday at Tabor Acad­
emy , struck a personal chord 
within me. Travis spoke about how 
fragile life is and how one must 
live every day to its fullest.
. State. . Zip
(Providencef-The Rhode Is­
land Commission on Women will 
be awarding its 1997 educational 
scholarship for women according 
to Judith A. Babcock, Chair. The 
Women’s Equity Scholarship Pro­
gram winners will each receive 
$500 to be used for support ser­
vices as they pursue their educa­
tional or training goals.
The scholarship is awarded an­
nually to women who have dem­
onstrated a need for financial as­
Student Poetry & Fiction 
Contest Winners
by Adair Rommel ’98
News Writer
On March 19, 1997 in Moore 
Hall, the English Department pre­
sented the awards for their annual 
Poetry Contest. This contest was 
part of the Providence College 
Poetry and Fiction Series.
The contest was judged by 
members of the English depart­
ment including: Professor Bruce 
Smith, Dr. Peter Johnson, Profes­
sor Elizabeth Gordon, and Dr. Jane 
Lunin Perel.
“Anyone who wanted to sub­
mit a work was invited to do so­
und the contest showed that there 
are a large number of people com­
mitted to writing here at Provi-
••••••••••••
I have been contemplating run­
ning the Boston Marathon for 
sometime now and by way of ser­
endipity it looks as if I will be able 
to run and help Travis’ cause at the 
same time. To make this possible 
I will try to raise $1250 and will 
need your help and sponsorship. 
All proceeds will be donated to the 
Spinal Injury Foundation. If you 
are interested in contributing to 
this cause send a check made pay­
able to NSCIA GBC and return to 
myself at Shannon McGrath P.O. 
Box 103 Mattapoisett, MA. 02739 
by April 21st. If you have any 
questions call the National Spinal 
Cord Injury Association at (617) 
933-8666.
”1
Phone ( )_
sistance to supplement existing 
tuition grants. The program ad­
dresses needs such as transporta­
tion, child care, books, materials, 
and other costs particularly affect­
ing women students.
The Commission is interested 
in helping Rhode Island residents 
who are seeking a non-traditional 
education, high school equiva­
lency or diploma. Eligible also are 
ex-offenders who want to under­
take vocational and/or career train­
dence College,” said Dr. Perel, the 
organizer of the event.
Out of 20 submitted entries, 27 
students read their works at the 
reception. In addition, trophies 
and books were awarded to first 
second and third prize winners.
According to Perel, “ a tremen­
dous crowd of over 100 people” 
attended the event and listened to 
the student’s’ readings.
The contest was separated into 
three categories; verse poetry, 
prose poetry, and short fiction.
In verse poetry, first place went 
to Megan Southard ’97 who wrote 
“The Hammer of the Witches.” 
Second place went to Jean 
Hopkinson ’97 who wrote “The 
Path.” Third place was awarded 
to Katie McKeown ’97 for 
“amelia.”
First place in the category of
Senior Giving
by Carrie Spiros ’00
News Writer
The time has come for the class 
of 1997 to give back to Providence 
College in the form of the Senior 
Giving Program. Starting on April 
3rd the Alumni Office began the 
program in which PC seniors make 
a commitment to give sixty dollars 
over the next three years. The 
money goes to help fund the Provi­
dence College financial aid funds 
for incoming freshman and new 
students.
Ten teams with ten students 
each, headed by chosen seniors, 
began their quest to solicit money 
from fellow seniors in hopes of 
topping the record breaking figures 
from the Class of 1996. The ten 
team leaders are chosen in order 
to branch out and reach all of the 
different groups within the senior 
class.
Michelle Barberi ’96, Program 
Assistant from the Alumni Office 
knows that there is a “big goal to 
surpass last year’s class,” but be­
lieves that it is possible. Last year 
599 seniors participated in the pro­
gram, a 69% participation rate.
The teams of seniors working 
towards the goal began their solici­
tation in Lower Slavin where they 
will be set up until April 18th. 
Later a phone bank will be set up 
and seniors will be called at their 
homes.
One of the seniors on the team, 
Shane Bossung ’97, is excited to 
be helping out and said she wanted 
“to do something for the senior 
class, all the volunteers wanted to 
give something back.”
Another point made by Co- 
Chair Norah O’Beirne ’97 was 
“that many students who attend PC
ing; or women who have been ab­
sent from the labor market for a 
substantial number of years and 
need to acquire skills to reenter the 
workforce.
Applications forms may be ob­
tained from the Rhode Island 
Commission on Women at 260 
West Exchange Street, Suite 4, 
Providence, RI 02903 or phone 
277-6105. Applications must be 
returned by Friday, June 6, 1997.
prose poetry went to Kristen 
Gagne ’98 for “Marlboro Men.” 
Second place was awarded to 
Debra Cerundolo ’97 for “Its me. 
Its me.” Third place went to Jean 
Hopkinson ’97 for “Goodnight 
Moon on CD-Rom.”
In the category of short fiction, 
Michael Mercurio ’97 received 
first place for his work, “Palin­
drome.” Ellen McNulty ’97 was 
awarded second place for “Blood 
is Thicker Than Water.” Finally, 
third place in this category went 
to Jess Prenter-Prosser ’99 for her 
work, “The Three Wisemen.”
“People might be interested to 
know,” remarked Dr. Perel, “that 
there is a strong interest in creative 
writing here at Providence College 
and that there are some very tal­
ented students here.”
receive financial aid and so it is just 
giving something back that many 
students have enjoyed.”
Although O’Beirne admits that 
most seniors are not rich, she says 
“It is only three twenty dollar pay­
ment and that could mean just stay­
ing in one night and watching 
Friends as opposed to going out.”
For team leader Karen Thomas 
’97, it is worthwhile. “I am proud 
of my class,” she beamed. “PC has 
given me so much more than an 
education. I have met some of my 
best friends here and I am just glad 
to be able to represent our class.”
One of her team volunteers was 
also enthusiastic about the pro­
gram. John Boyle ’97 thought it 
would be “a good way to give back 
to the school which gave so much 
to me.” Boyle also looks forward 
to the alumni connection that the 
program establishes. He looks at 
it as a way to stay active with the 
school after graduation.
Giving to this program means 
having an relationship established 
with the Alumni Office right from 
the start. When things such as 
Winterfest, or an event in a par­
ticular area comes up then seniors 
who participate are some of the 
first people to receive a call.
The program will be running 
until April 18th. Their aspirations 
are to surpass last year’s totals and 
with the participation of the senior 
class that is a definite possibility. 
Seniors who decide to pledge will 
be given gifts at a gathering held 
towards the end of the year. Also, 
all the names of the seniors in­
volved are printed in The Cowl. 
For more information drop by the 
tables set up in lower Slavin or call 
Michelle Barberi in the Alumni 
Office in Harkins 109 at 865-2414.
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Double Dutch
The Double-Counting Controversy
Indian Summer
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sional circles, is especially com­
plex because institutions differ 
widely in their opinions on it.
Ivy Group colleges (which 
typically place higher emphasis on 
electives), for example, do not of­
fer minors. Instead, a student 
whose interests transcend one field 
either double-majors or designs an 
individualized program—two op­
tions currently available alongside 
that of minors at PC.
The implication is that those 
institutions do not recognize six or 
seven courses in a field as a suffi­
cient amount of study for a spe­
cial distinction. On the other hand, 
as Hartley acknowledged in an 
April 9 telephone interview, evi­
dence of extraordinary interest in 
a field other than one’s major(s) 
appears on the transcript in the 
form of electives taken in that 
field.
Hartley explained that the New 
England Association of Schools 
and Colleges (PC’s accrediting 
organization) sets curricular stan­
dards and lists forty which pertain 
to this issue alone. Unless the col­
lege meets these standards its “aca­
demic integrity and quality will be 
diminished,” Hartley said, and the 
accreditation of the school, and 
therefore its diplomas, could be 
threatened. According to Hartley, 
"it is imprudent to sell students 
labels | i.e., minors which comprise 
unnecessary double-counting] 
without value.”
As the Coalition’s proposal 
hinted, the issue of double-count­
ing involves examination of how 
students’ courses are distributed. 
(The third recommendation on it 
was to reduce the UDRs, specifi­
cally DWC—a rather remote pos­
sibility.) At PC, a student who 
elects the minimum number of 
courses junior and senior years 
(i.e., five) takes a total of thirty- 
six over four years. If that student 
takes courses to fulfill all of the 
UDRs, then eighteen (i.e., half) 
remain. Most majors consist often 
courses, after which the student is 
left with a minimum of eight- 
enough for one minor with a 
couple of courses to spare.
After six months, 
new graduates are 
often waiting for tlieir 
first jol>.
Onr Co-op MBAs 
are waiting for tlieir 
first paycheck.
Getting your first job isn't easy, unless you're part of Northeastern's 
Co-op MBA Program. After six months of study, you'll work another six 
months in a paid professional-level position A final nine months of school 
completes your degree. At the end of the program, you'll have built a solid 
resume and gained the valuable contacts and experience necessary to 
launch your career. To find out how you can have a great job in six months, 
call us at (617) 373-5960 or visit our web site at www.cba.neu.edu/gsba. But, don't 
wait too long, the next class starts in June.
Northeastern University
Graduate School of Business Administration
Full-time programs that put you to work.
Under the current curriculum at 
PC, fifty percent of a student’s edu­
cation is spent fulfilling UDRs and 
usually thirty percent on a major. 
Less than ten percent of a student’s 
courses are earmarked as electives. 
By contrast, Harvard and Radcliffe 
Colleges of Cambridge, MA, 
which subscribes to the adage that 
“every educated person should 
know a little of everything and 
something well,” encourages stu­
dents to spend fifty percent of their 
courses on their major(s), twenty- 
five percent on UDRs, and twenty- 
five percent on electives.
The Cow/’s March 20th article 
quoted senior Brian Bucacci’s fear 
that certain programs will be 
“wiped out” by this policy. Hartley 
says that is unlikely because well- 
organized students have enough 
availability beyond the maximum 
amount of UDRs for upwards of 
two minors beyond a major (even 
without considering exemption 
from English Proficiency, the en­
richment option, and summer 
school). But a prohibition on 
double-majoring would certainly 
compel students to focus their in­
terests somewhat.
Crafts said that in cases where 
double-counting is unavoidable 
(e.g., a Biology major with a Math 
minor because of mutually re­
quired Calculus I), some combina­
tions of majors and minors could 
be rendered impossible and pro­
grams would be “hurt” with lower 
enrollment. On cases like Biology/ 
Math, Hartley said that she would 
have to consult the courses of in­
struction book, but she maintained 
that she does not “think [program 
enrollment] will drop.”
The key question of interpreta­
tion is whether “courses...outside 
of a student’s concentration” was 
meant to restrict one’s counting a 
given course toward both a major 
and a minor (the view expressed 
by Hartley) or one’s earning a 
major and a minor in the same 
field— an idea which seems non­
sensical but may, nevertheless, 
have been the intent.
Hartley said that she did not see 
the distinction, but Crafts seemed 
to hold the latter of the two inter­
pretations, offering that the Bill as 
written might be grammatically er-
continued from page 1
basic care for the babies and gave 
them much love, which “they 
need for survival.” She also spent 
time volunteering at the other 
homes.
Ironically, Dunphey was un­
able to meet Mother Teresa the 
first month she was in Calcutta be­
cause Mother Teresa was visiting 
the United States. During Mother 
Teresa’s absence, Dunphey was 
asked by the sisters to help them 
“register volunteers at the Mother 
House at night.”
Dunphey said that “being 
asked to do that was a great privi­
lege because usually only sisters 
are allowed in the Mother House 
during the off hours. This job 
gave me the opportunity to get to
roneous, although she found no 
record of any such discussion in 
the minutes from the March 21, 
1990 meeting during which the 
Bill was discussed.
The ambiguity of the wording 
and the Bill’s failure to make this 
point explicit suggests that the phe- 
nomenon of interdisciplinary 
courses was unforeseen and that 
both interpretations, while yet 
undelineated, are valid. The Sen­
ate committee will not limit itself 
to interpretative questions on the 
Bill but will also examine current 
pedagogical concerns.
Perhaps the greatest problem in 
this matter is the current lack of 
clear communication. Nowhere 
are the handbook for students and 
courses of instruction book more 
vague than on the topics of minors 
and double-counting— and that 
has caused a mire of misunder­
standing.
The indecision poses its most 
ominous threat to
upperclasspersons whose time re­
maining is constrained. Hartley 
said, however, that “it was clear 
from the very beginning that stu­
dents who were improperly ad­
vised will not be penalized.” For 
underclasspersons the issue is one 
of academic freedom—of whether 
the curriculum will be flexible 
enough to accommodate their 
goals.
Crafts said that there is “no 
question” that eliminating double­
counting will detract lrom flexibil­
ity. Flexibility without authentic­
ity is, however, self-defeating. To 
solve the controversy, the College 
will need to carefully examine its 
educational standards, decide its 
response, and communicate and 
implement it with all possible ur­
gency.
The Career Planning and Internship Service is looking for students who wish to 
volunteer as Career Assistants for the next year. Career Assistants receive training 
on career planning and fob search topics and present workshops to their peers.
BENEFITS OF BECOMING A CAREER ASSISTANT
> Gain public speaking and leadership skills
> Get career planning/job search information
> Assist other students
HOW TO APPLY:
Current Sophomores and Juniors can pick up an application and additional information 
in the Career Development Office, Slavin 105.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: April 15
Career Planning A Internship Service 
A Division of the Student Development Center
know the order’s values and goals, 
and gave me the chance to meet 
Mother Teresa when she got back.” 
After Mother Teresa returned, 
Dunphey talked with her on nu­
merous occasions and went to 
Mass with her.
After Dunphey left India and 
returned to the United States, her 
mother observed that her 
daughter’s “face lit up whenever 
she talked about her experiences 
in Calcutta and the people she vol­
unteered with.” Her mother also 
expressed an interest in going to 
India.
The sisters of the Missionaries 
of Charity wrote to Dunphey re­
peatedly with requests for medi­
cal and other supplies. The only 
way to get the supplies there would 
be to return, so Dunphey and her 
mother went to Calcutta this past
Habitat For Humanity
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countryside that was so beautiful 
but yet there was so much poverty 
in the towns.”
Saad went on to discuss the 
many benefits of participating in 
such an organization like Habitat 
for Humanity.
“I have gained incredible 
amounts of self-confidence and a 
feeling that I’m becoming a more 
aware and active citizen in my 
community.”
The truly noble aspect of Habi­
tat, explained Saad, is that, “it 
gives individuals who are moti
by Kathy Saad '97
Colette Slover ’97 working on aluminum siding
vated and who want to own a home 
and become active citizens the 
chance to do just that, which is a 
beautiful thing.”
Also, added Saad, “Il gives me, 
someone who has been privileged 
enough to have a roof over my 
head, a chance to help others and 
they in turn, have helped me in my 
perspective towards others.
Mike Sullivan ’97 described 
the experiences ot his group,
Christmas break. Dunphey said 
that “it was good to be with the 
sisters and other volunteers again. 
I worked at the orphanage and the 
dispensaries.” She described her 
trips to India as “the best learn­
ing experience. I’m not sure how 
much I was able to do for the 
people in Calcutta because I was 
only there for a short time, but the 
time I spent there was very ful­
filling for me.”
Dunphey definitely will vol­
unteer again, although she is not 
sure where. The Missionaries of 
Charity transfer their sisters ev­
ery three years, so if Dunphey 
wants to work with the same sis­
ters, she will have to go back to 
Calcutta within the next year. 
However, she said that she would 
“go somewhere else to serve with 
them.”
which traveled to Washington, 
Pennsylvania.
“We stayed at a place called the 
LeMoyne Multi-Cultural Center 
and slept on the floor in a small 
room next to the gym,” explained 
Sullivan, “the supervisors at our 
site were awesome and knew how 
to make a bunch of construction 
illiterates feel useful.”
Continued Sullivan, “Towards 
the end of the week we met the 
family that was going to move into 
the house and the mother gave us 
a card with a very touching poem.”
“The best part of the whole ex- 
perience would have to he our
group,” added Sullivan, “ The ride 
down was a great time and every­
one had a great attitude.”
For those who are interested in 
becoming involved in Habitat for 
Humanity, a group from PC goes 
to South Providence every Satur­
day to help build houses for low- 
income families. Sign-ups for the 
weekly trips are located in Slavin 
on Thursdays. All interested are 
encouraged to sign up.
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God Is Alive and Well at PC
by Danielle Panneton '97
Contributing Writer
I am writing in response to the 
article “God is Dead at PC” writ­
ten by Joseph Desrosiers on march 
20, 1997. While I understand 
some of Mr. Desrosiers view­
points, I strongly disagree with his 
contentions that God is dead at PC.
I have also experienced frustra­
tions with some of the administra­
tive actions that make PC much 
less like a family and much more 
like a business. On a personal 
level, when I was trying to study 
abroad, (one of the initial selling 
points of the school when I first 
applied) I was slapped with nu­
merous bureaucratic policies and 
red tape every step of the way. I 
quickly realized and was actually 
told by a member of the adminis­
tration that PC is a business and 
not a family. Providence College’s 
activities as a corporate sponsor at 
the RI business exposition is an­
other reminder of our role as a 
“money making” institution. I also 
share in Mr. Desrosiers’ opinion 
about the unfair treatment towards 
the food service employees who 
were fired and rehired by Sodexho 
for low pay and less benefits. Al­
though I feel that these decision­
makers are losing sight of what 
makes PC so special, I realize the 
competitive nature of colleges. In 
order to stay in business and keep 
our family alive and prospering, 
we need to be able to keep up with 
the competition. This includes the 
quality of our food services and 
other fund-raising and publicity 
techniques.
While I understand Mr. 
Desrosiers' viewpoints concerning 
some of the administrative tactics 
and decisions, I vehemently dis­
agree with his claim that “God is 
Dead: at least at PC.” Joseph feels 
that PC needs to practice what it 
preaches by spreading God’s Word 
through the classrooms and its 
Campus Ministry. Mr. Desrosiers' 
need only to take a look around 
him to discover that this is already 
taking place — the evidence is
PC Should 
Live the Gospel
To the Editor:
I would like to say bravo to the 
Providence College student, Jo­
seph Desrosiers, for his article in 
the last Cowl edition. Joe has put 
in writing what many of the col­
lege employees have been feeling 
for a long time. Although I do be­
lieve that Christ still lives in many 
Providence College employees 
(and they’re not all Catholic), it is 
time that they put on the armor of 
God as Joe has done. This “Catho­
lic” institution has lost all concep­
tion of the two most important 
commandments of God. Love the 
Lord your God with your whole 
mind, heart and soul, and love your 
neighbor as He loves you. Man’s 
laws have replaced God’s laws. I 
certainly don’t have to go into all 
the inequities that have been hap­
pening in the last five years, and 
continue to happen; everyone is 
aware of them. I do urge the Do­
minican Fathers to read (or listen 
to on tape) our Holy Father Pope 
John Pall Il’s encyclical on mor­
als, Vertatis Splendor. He explic­
itly and clearly states what is ex­
pected of all “Catholic” institu­
tions, and if they are not follow­
ing these guidelines then we can­
overwhelming. The Pastoral Ser­
vice Organization alone is com­
prised of over 800 volunteers 
(more than any other organization 
on campus) who perform some 
form of community service on a 
regular basis. From all the infor­
mation we can gather, approxi­
mately 80 percent of the student 
population is or has been involved 
in some kind of community ser­
vice, social outreach, or liturgical 
ministry. This percentage is stag­
gering compared with other col­
leges and universities. At Brown 
University, 60 percent of students 
participate in some form of com­
munity service at some time dur­
ing their college career, while at 
Boston University, the number 
is a mere 4 to 5 percent.
As chairperson of 
the E.S.L. pro­
gram, I am 
constantly 
amazed by 
the dedica­
tion of the 
volunteers 
who give up 
their lunch 
hour two, 
three, or 
four times a 
week to
teach a
U N IC C O 
employee how to speak English. I 
am equally impressed by others 
who spend an entire evening tutor- 
ing in an E.S.L. classroom, or 
those who teach a 10 PM class. 
The percentage of volunteers at PC 
does not even include programs 
such as Urban Action, which posts 
signs on a Monday which are filled 
by the following Thursday with at 
least 30-50 volunteers who give up 
their entire Sunday to go work on 
a community service project. It is 
through these actions that God is 
alive on campus everyday. This 
was the reason that PC beat out 
every other college or university 
in the state for Alan Shawn 
Feinstein’s five million dollar 
grant.
God is not only alive at PC
not call ourselves “Catholic.” Our 
students must be our priority! We 
must equip them in truth and jus­
tice! We must walk the talk! We 
must live the Gospel! Who is in 
control? Dominicans? Are they 
leading the flock or being led?
Marcelle S. Boyes
Secretary
Girl Scouts
Say Thanks
To the Editor:
On behalf of Troop 326 of 
Providence, we would like to 
THANK everyone that bought Girl 
Scout Cookies. One-third of the 
sale pays for the cookies, one-third 
to support RI Girl Scout Council, 
one-sixth for the troop activities 
and one-sixth goes to the girl for 
camp credit. I will split the credit 
amongst the girls according to 
need in earning a patch. WE sold 
203 boxes! I'd also like to thank 
four women that signed up to vol­
unteer. Thanks again!
Susan Viau
Academic Records Office
through our community service 
efforts, but through our prayer and 
worship activities as well. Thirty 
percent of students worship on a 
regular basis (every Sunday), com­
pared to the 20 percent national 
average on college campuses. 
Retreat programs, which take 
place 2-3 times per year, are also 
becoming increasingly popular 
(there are often waiting lists). The 
FIRE (Faith Initiation and Reli­
gious Education) program is also 
very successful. An average of 
twelve students go through 
the pro- gram
every
year and upon completion are bap­
tized or confirmed into the Catho­
lic Church. Further evidence of the 
enormous religious activity at PC 
is the fact that we would not have 
six masses on Sunday if we did not 
have to.
Mr. Desrosiers' also criticized 
the Friar’s Club Tour. He has over­
heard comments made during the 
visit to Aquinas Chapel and is up­
set with what has been said. (He 
cites such things as “You don’t 
have to go to Mass at PC” and “PC 
is a Catholic college, but they do 
not force it on you.”) While I do 
not doubt that Mr. Desrosiers' has 
heard such statements, as a mem­
ber of the Friar’s Club, I would like 
to clarify what really happens. Be­
fore the visit to Aquinas Chapel,
Eaton Street "Riot" 
Just a Celebration
by Kristen Martineau '98
Editorial Writer
It seems that the media is al­
ways looking for a way to portray 
PC students in a bad light. Once 
again in the midst of our enthusi­
asm with the Friar basketball’s win 
over Chattanooga, the police and 
the media were there to put an end 
to our excitement.
The gathering that the police 
and media deemed a riot was 
hardly a riot. When I think of a 
riot, I think of Rodney King and 
the situation in LA. What occurred 
on Eaton Street was for the most 
part harmless. Students wanted the 
opportunity to share in the celebra­
tion. Instead, we were sprayed 
with pepper gas by infuriated po­
lice officers who were attempting 
to disassemble the crowd. Within 
seconds, a van pulled up and a
the tour guide explains in Harkins 
Hall, at the very start of the tour, 
that PC was founded by Domini­
can Friars and points out one of the 
five chapels on campus, located on 
the first floor of Harkins. The 
guide then shows the Priory and 
talks about the Dominican pres­
ence on campus as well as their 
residence in the dormitories and 
apartments. Then, Western Civi­
lization and Theology require­
ments are discussed. By the time 
the tour reaches Aquinas (the fact 
that we go in the chapel is a state­
ment in itself, considering we do 
not even enter a classroom) the 
guide is often bombarded with 
questions like, “What if you 
are not Catholic” and 
“Do they take atten­
dance at 
Mass?” 
The 
“speech” 
i n
Aquinas 
-explains 
t h e 
popular­
ity of 
Mass on 
campus, 
the reli- 
g i o u s 
aspect 
of the
campus, as well as both the Pasto­
ral Service Organization and Cam­
pus Ministry, but it is also a time 
to assure those who are not Catho­
lic that they too will be welcomed 
into the PC family. The tour then 
passes the Grotto and finishes by 
walking past the cemetery, where 
Dominicans who have dedicated 
their whole lives to the college are 
buried, as well as the Chaplain’s 
Office — all of whose functions 
are amply explained. I think the 
PC prospects get the message.
Mr. Desrosiers also feels that it 
is “high time that PC fires some of 
the teachers and even disassembles 
some of the departments.” He is 
upset with his notion that depart­
ments such as Biology, Social 
Work, and Women’s Studies “defy
photographer emerged. It was re­
ally nice to know that the biggest 
story of the night was happening 
right here on Eaton Street. This 
was the media’s opportunity to yet 
again focus on rowdy PC students. 
I am wondering where the photog­
rapher or news media was on Sat­
urday morning when over 80 PC 
students left for spring break with 
Habitat for Humanity.
If it is necessary to report dis­
turbances caused by PC then it is 
only fair that they also report the 
positive aspects as well. Other­
wise, the picture is extremely one­
sided and not representative of 
who we really are. I am not sug­
gesting that PC students are per­
fect angels; we all know that to be 
false. However, it seems unfair to 
always embellish the negative and 
never mention the good that stu­
dents do.
the Magisterium and work to take 
away the little Catholic identity we 
have.” At the same time, Mr. 
Desrosiers is also very concerned 
about the teaching of the Truth. 
Well, without such departments, 
the “veritas” would not be 
achieved. Intellectual pursuits and 
research would not be accom­
plished. Without such studies, 
women might actually not be con­
sidered as “priestly” and we would 
continue to live in a power hun­
gry, patriarchal society forever.
Finally, Mr. Desrosiers insists 
that PC is not living up to its Mis­
sion Statement in that it does not 
look to foster a human family un­
der Christ here on campus and that 
God has no direct impact on our 
everyday lives. Both of these sen­
timents are way off base. The true 
presence of Christ is alive on cam­
pus and can be seen every day. 
Christ’s presence can be witnessed 
by the fact that very rarely will 
anyone go through a doorway 
without it being held open for 
them, or the smiles given and re­
ceived by mere strangers just be­
cause they know they are part of 
the same family. Christ is personi­
fied in those like Father Barrenger. 
He invites a group of students each 
week to gather around his table, 
and breaks bread with them, shar­
ing in a feast. Unfortunately, PC 
has lost three students recently. 
The outpouring from the PC com­
munity in each instance was over­
whelming. The students' prayer­
ful way of remembering a mem­
ber of their family further exem­
plifies Christ’s presence on cam­
pus.
God is alive at PC. He lives in 
each one of our lives, as well as in 
the trees planted on campus to 
memorialize those students who 
passed away. Further evidence of 
the family that exists at Providence 
College is an event that will take 
place this Sunday, when the col­
lege will host its annual “Family 
Day,” when new members of our 
family are welcomed to the cam­
pus.
This is not an attempt to bash 
the Providence Police or the me­
dia; I know they have a job to do. 
I do think it is necessary to under­
stand what really happened. Any­
one who read the newspaper on 
Saturday morning and saw that 
there was a riot on Eaton Street 
would assume that the crowd was 
unruly and causing injury. If this 
was the case, I certainly did not see 
it.
PC students certainly partici­
pate in more positive activities 
than negative ones. To always dis­
play the negative does not demon­
strate PC in an accurate manner. 
Almost every student is involved 
in a club or organization on cam­
pus and a large number of students 
participate in community service 
projects. This is what PC is all 
about, not some so-called “riot” on 
Eaton Street.
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Speaking My Mind
by Amy Rodrigues '97
Asst. Editorial Editor
For three years I have refrained 
from addressing an issue that I, as 
well as other editorial writers, have 
been advised not to address. Be­
yond the infuriation that I feel be­
cause of this, I cannot refrain from 
acknowledging an ethical, moral, 
and social issue that plagues us 
today. The issue is abortion, and 
it is one that we must thoughtfully 
think about and discuss in an age 
where basic human integrity is 
constantly being questioned.
My reluctance to write this 
stems from four years of being 
“Pro-choice” at a Catholic college. 
I entered PC in the thick of the 
abortion debate, and was com­
pletely uneducated and unsure 
about the issue of abortion. 1 will 
leave PC, however, sure of the fact 
that no matter what someone’s 
stand may be on an issue they de­
serve basic respect and regard to 
speak their mind. Although I will 
probably receive more letters for 
this one article than I have for all 
the others in the past three years, I 
will know that 1 spoke for all the 
other women (and men) at PC who
feel that a woman should have the 
right to freely decide what happens 
to her body. Regretfully, I have sat 
quietly in many classes while I 
watched as professors and students 
have either ignored completely or 
left unquestionable the right to an 
abortion. Certainly I do not intend 
to ever think that PC, with its roots 
and tradition grounded in Catho­
Regretfully, I have sat quietly in many 
classes as the right to an abortion was 
ignored and left unquestioned.
lic teaching, would ever change 
their position on abortion. How­
ever, 1 hope that those that may feel 
differently would have the right to 
freely discuss and discover for 
themselves their stance on this 
controversial topic.
1 cannot begin to stress the ben­
efits from critically thinking about 
an issue every week in The Cowl. 
Without it, 1 would not have been 
as knowledgeable about the cur­
rent issues that affect us. Further­
more, without my experience on 
The Cowl, I would not have been 
exposed to the intelligent, diverse, 
and interesting views of my fellow 
writers. But abortion has not been 
one of those issues. Unfortunately, 
I believe that this is one aspect of 
my college education that was 
lacking. This is not because I did
not discuss my Pro-choice stance, 
but because I was not comfortably 
free to do so. Many times I, and 
possibly others who share this 
same philosophy, have felt inferior 
to and less than those who believe 
in the “Pro-life,” moral, and ethi­
cal stance on abortion. Certainly 1 
am not against “life,” rather I have 
a different view of my rights as a 
woman. Whatever opinion is 
“right” or “wrong,” PC students
would greatly benefit if “different” 
views (i.e. “different" people) felt 
comfortable speaking their mind. 
Not surprisingly, I was very 
pleased to see the debate that took 
place on campus between Pro- 
choice and Pro-life speakers last 
month. I believe that the college 
should continue to support forums 
for thoughtful discourse on all is­
sues, including those on which the 
Catholic Church has a strong po­
sition.
It is only in my last semester at 
PC that I have had the opportunity 
to read and discuss abortion in a 
different light other than the nor­
mal, “Don’t ask, Don’t tell” men­
tality that many students, teachers, 
and other groups adhere to when 
discussing an individual’s stance 
on abortion. Sadly, my conversa­
tions with other students about 
abortion many times have left me 
feeling like the “bad guy,” the im­
moral one, the unethical, un-Chris­
tian sort. And for many of you, 
being supportive of the right of a 
woman to have a safe abortion is 
unethical, immoral, and wrong. 
Nevertheless, different opinions 
deserve the same respect and con­
sideration that the almighty “right” 
claims and believes for them­
selves. This does not simply per­
tain to just the abortion debate, but 
in debates concerning capital pun­
ishment, euthanasia, birth control, 
gun control, and many other con­
troversial subjects. I know that I 
can find this open-mindedness on 
other campuses, so I refuse to be­
lieve that it cannot happen here at 
PC. To hide behind the guise of 
the Catholic church by proclaim­
ing unquestionable the implica­
tions of abortion is irresponsible 
to our society and does nothing to 
further our educational experience. 
Being deemed immoral does not 
make me want to understand the 
Pro-life stance, rather it only frus­
trates me into thinking that there 
is no point discussing the issue.
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by Mike Sullivan '97
Editorial Writer
As my senior year draws to a
close 1 can honestly say that the 
years I have spent here at PC have 
probably been some of the best of 
my life. PC is definitely a very 
special place with a very distinct 
sense of community that I do not 
think you could find anywhere 
else. Having transferred here my 
sophomore year from a school that 
I hated, I think I can safely say 
that I appreciate the positive as­
pects of PC more than the average 
student does. However, despite all 
the wonderful things about PC, 
such as the caring professors, all 
the organized social events and the 
Christian spirit of goodwill that 
pervades the campus (at least most 
of the time), there are a lot of prob­
lems that PC needs to address. I 
would say that these problems are 
the result of an administration that, 
lor the most part, does not truly 
care about the students’ concerns 
or acting in the students best inter­
est.
One example of the 
administration’s indifference to­
wards student concerns is the new 
church versus Grotto issue. For 
several weeks there has been a ru­
mor circulating that the adminis­
tration is planning to tear down the 
War Memorial Grotto in order to 
build a new church in its place. 
The administration officials that I 
have talked with have been unable 
to “confirm” or “deny” these ru­
mors and admit that it is only an 
“abstract possibility." I am afraid 
that since they are unwilling to 
“deny” these rumors then they are
probably true. Why would they 
ever even consider getting rid ol 
the Grotto? It is one ol the most­
loved places on campus. I am sure 
that if they thought to get some stu­
dent input on the proposal, they 
would realize how unpopular such 
apian would be. But I do not think 
they care what the students think.
Second, there is the whole meal 
plan mess. In my opinion the sys­
tem is a complete rip-off. Every 
resident student is forced to pay in 
excess of $3,000 a year for the 
meal plan. The cost breaks down 
to $6.80 or $6.00 a meal depend­
ing on what plan you choose (even 
though in Mural Loungeand 
Alumni Cafe the meal cards are 
only good for $4.50). If you miss 
a meal you still have to pay for it. 
Also, while they are charging as­
tronomical prices for cheap food, 
made cheaper by the fact that it is 
bought in bulk, they are hurting 
their workers by eliminating 
higher skilled, higher paid posi­
tions and making lower paid, less 
skilled people do the same work. 
None of the employees want to talk 
about this publicly because they 
are afraid of losing their jobs. Is 
this acceptable at a Catholic 
school?! I do not think so. All this 
occurs while they are getting free 
labor from the taxpayer supported 
federal work-study program. In 
short the administration is allow­
ing Sodexho executives to make 
themselves rich by taking advan­
tage of their employees and soak­
ing hardworking families who are 
struggling to put a son or daughter 
through school. If the administra­
tion truly cared about the financial 
difficulties students and their fami­
lies face, they would reform the 
current system to a debit system. 
This way students would not have 
to pay Sodexho for meals not 
eaten.
Probably the most clear cut ex­
ample that shows the misplaced 
priorities of the administration has 
to do with the memorial Mass for 
Chris Reilly that was held earlier 
this semester. Throughout the cer­
emony, there was a photographer 
floating around taking pictures and 
many people felt that this was dis­
respectful. I think it is a very sad 
commentary on our school that the 
administration thought a memorial 
Mass for a student was perfect for 
a photo opportunity. One would 
hope that the purpose of such a 
Mass would be to comfort griev­
ing friends and family members, 
not a time to get the perfect pic­
tures for the next PC view book.
If PC is going to become the 
place it claims to be, changes will 
have to be made. The administra­
tion must start listening to the stu­
dents and ask for their input be­
fore important decisions are made. 
The meal plan must be revised so 
that students do not pay high prices 
for meals they never eat. The new 
Minors policy is going to have to 
be revised to ensure that Black 
Studies, Women’s Studies, and En­
vironmental Studies are not elimi­
nated from the curriculum. The 
college is going to have to realize 
that a death in the community is a 
tragedy and must not be exploited. 
Unless the administration starts 
putting the welfare of the student 
body on the top of its priority list, 
PC’s reputation will suffer.
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STARS AND BARS FOREVER
by Kieran Michael Lalor '98
Editorial Writer
In recent years, and particularly 
in the past few months, a conten­
tious debate has raged over 
whether the Confederate battle flag 
should be flown on government 
buildings or anywhere else for that 
matter. Some uninformed people 
contend that the flag is a symbol 
of hate and slavery. However, this 
simply is not true. The Confeder­
ate flag is a historic symbol that 
does not represent slavery or ha­
tred, but self-reliance and state 
rights.
The soldiers who fought under 
the Confederate flag were not all 
bigoted Southerners intent on 
keeping African Americans en­
slaved, although some were. The 
majority of Confederate soldiers 
were not wealthy nor did they own 
slaves; they farmed small plots and 
fought for the right to determine 
their own destiny without the in­
terference of an overly centralized 
government. The Confederate flag 
flew over rebel soldiers who died 
defending their homes and fami­
lies from the Union Army who 
fired the first shot. Moreover, the 
Choctaw and Cherokee Indians 
fought under this symbol that al­
legedly espouses white supremacy.
The most outspoken defender 
of the Confederate flag, the South­
ern Defense Initiative (SDI), are 
the bitter enemies of the Ku Klux 
Kian and other hate groups. In­
cluded in the mission statement of 
SDI, a group allegedly dedicated 
to preserving a symbol of racial 
intolerance, is the sentence, “We 
extend friendship and respect to 
those of all races, religions, and 
political persuasions who respect 
our right to advocate our point of 
view.” It is foolish to think that a
group of racists would include as 
part of their mission the desire to 
befriend all races.
Those who incorrectly con­
demn the Confederate flag as a 
symbol of hatred view the Confed­
erate flag as comparable to the 
Nazi Swastika. Many Americans 
find this comparison absurd, in­
cluding Rabbi Michelbacher who 
said it was “Sick to liken our sa­
cred symbol of the Confederate 
battle flag to the Nazi swastika.”
The primary reason people 
view the Confederate flag as a
The Confederate flag is a historic 
symbol that does not represent slavery or 
hatred, but self-reliance and states' rights.
symbol of racial subordination is 
because of the misconception that 
the Civil War was fought over sla­
very. If Abraham Lincoln fought 
the war to free slaves, why did the 
slaves remain unemancipated un­
til half way through the war? The 
slaves were freed because the 
Union was losing the war. In an 
effort to arouse his demoralized 
Union troops by giving them a 
moral cause to fight for, Lincoln 
freed the slaves. Furthermore, the 
South did not fight the war to 
maintain slavery, an institution not 
foreign to Northerners, including 
General Grant who was a slave 
owner himself. Southerners 
fought for the right to chart their 
own destiny without the meddle­
some federal government’s intru­
sions.
It would be naive to claim that 
the confederate flag has not been 
abused to suite hate groups. In 
recent years neo-Nazis and the Ku 
Klux Kian have abused the flag to 
fan the fires of hatred. However, 
abuse of the Confederate flag by a 
few is not an excuse to deny other 
people their heritage or their in­
alienable right to free speech. The 
Kian also uses the American flag 
to lead its bigoted processions, but 
there is no outcry for a ban on the 
Stars and Stripes. Old Glory still
flies proudly over homes and ev­
ery government building in 
America.
In the same manner that the 
Kian twists the Confederate flag 
to achieve their evil ends, the Na­
zis chose a crooked cross as the 
symbol of their deadly regime. 
Despite Nazi abuse of the Cross, 
the Vatican has yet to condemn the 
Cross as a symbol of the holocaust.
Everyone should have the op­
portunity to honor and cherish his 
or her traditions whether by hon­
oring the valor and sacrifice of 
Confederate soldiers or by partici­
pating in Black studies programs. 
Denying a Southerner the right to 
fly the Confederate flag is to de­
prive that person of his heritage.
In truth, the Confederate flag
is a symbol of Southern as well as 
American history. The flag stands 
as a memorial not to slavery or big­
otry, but to the soldiers who died 
defending their rights. Not by co­
incidence, the rights that Confed­
erates fought for in the Civil War 
were similar to rights the Found­
ing Fathers demanded in the 
American Revolution. The Con­
federate flag is the foremost sym­
bol of states' rights, a concept so 
important to the framers of the 
Constitution it was enshrined as 
one of the liberties included in the
Bill of Rights. Therefore, it is 
not an exaggeration to say that the 
Confederate flag is a symbol of our 
Constitution.
The left-wing in this country re­
garded the artist, whose talent was 
so astounding he managed to put 
a crucifix in a bucket of urine, as a 
champion of free speech. This 
action horrified Christians and 
non-Christians alike, yet the fed­
eral government, through the Na­
tional Endowment for the Arts, 
subsidized and defended this work 
of “art.” Similarly, liberals fought 
countless court battles for the 
“right” to mutilate and destroy the 
American flag. In contrast, those 
who want to fly the Confederate 
flag do not seek to offend anyone, 
they do not ask for the federal gov­
ernment to pay for the preserva­
tion of the flag, nor do they des­
ecrate any symbol dear to any 
group. Supporters of the Confed­
erate flag simply desire to have 
their heritage preserved. Those 
who are offended by the sight of 
the Confederate flag , sadly, have 
been duped by misinformation into 
thinking that the flag is anything 
other than a symbol of heritage, 
history, and rights.
Support for the Confederate 
flag is viewed as politically incor­
rect. However, political correct­
ness, which attempts to control 
what people say, is a covert yet ex­
tremely potent form of censorship. 
In a disturbing twist of irony those 
who seek to abolish the symbol of 
states’ rights and the Constitution 
also desire to severely diminish the 
right of free speech by saying that 
the Confederate flag cannot be 
flown.
One must wonder what is the 
goal of these neo-fascists intent on 
usurping the liberties of Ameri­
cans. If freedom’s enemies are 
successful and the Confederate 
flag is obliterated from the Earth 
what do they think will be the re­
sult? No underprivileged child 
will receive a better education once 
the stars and bars are barred. Rob­
bing people of the Confederate 
flag will not employ or empower 
one African-American. Remove 
this historic symbol and no child 
will be fed. If the Confederate 
battle flag is banned will that some 
how erase the reality of the Civil 
War? Hate will not vanish along 
with the rebel flag. Above all, 
removal of the Confederate flag 
will do nothing to combat racism. 
I am puzzled as to what those op­
posed to the Confederate flag seek 
to achieve by trampling on the 
rights of Americans.
The Cowl 
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tration. Submissions from those 
outside the PC community may 
be printed if space permits.
II. All submissions to the Edito­
rial Department are subject to 
the editing of the Editorial staff. 
If there is a specific part of your 
letter you do not wish to have 
altered, please see a member of 
the Editorial staff prior to pub­
lication.
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spaced and limited to 250 
words. Letters must be signed; 
however, if you do not wish to 
have your name appear in print, 
please contact a member of the 
Editorial Staff or the Editor-in- 
Chief. Complete anonymity 
may be granted if the subject is 
of a particularly sensitive na­
ture.
IV. The staff respectfully re­
quests that all articles contain 
no personal attacks.
V. All submissions must be de­
livered to The Cowl office no 
later than Tuesday prior to 
Thursday publication.
VI. All letters accepted for pub­
lication are the opinions of the 
writer only, and do not neces­
sarily reflect the viewpoints of 
the The Cowl staff.
Highway to 
Heaven's Gate
by Elizabeth L. Duryea '97
Editorial Writer
My sister and her husband are 
feeling the awe of new life and first 
love for their new son, Daniel. I, 
too, marveled at his size and new­
ness and felt a sense of vulnerabil­
ity while holding him and wonder­
ing at his innocent creation. A 
copy of the paper from the day 
when he was born was much less 
hopeful, even frightening, and my 
sister was hesitant to keep it in re­
minder of the horrors occurring on 
that day. My nephew was born 
while the Heaven’s Gate cult was 
performing their mass suicide, 
their grand exit from this world 
and a release from the “shells” 
which they inhabited. When we 
see a newborn and consider his 
creation as the greatest joy and gift 
which a husband and wife can give 
to one another and to the world, 
how can we reason the search for 
a ‘higher level of being’ which the 
Heaven’s Gate members sought in 
death? I cannot accept their ac­
tions or their beliefs as a viable 
way of ‘reaching God,’ but is this 
a result of the cultural and Chris­
tian influences in my life?
After reading the newspapers 
and watching the news, it is diffi­
cult not to be influenced by what 
we hear and see about the group 
known as Heaven’s Gate. Our 
opinion of this group and their ac­
tions is derived not only from the 
media, but also by our culture and 
our faith. Their behavior and be­
liefs are foreign to many of us and 
they are presented as freaks of na­
ture, a mutation of the norms we 
expect from others in our commu­
nity. Should we suspend our own 
belief system and the way it guides 
our moral understanding of what 
is right and wrong for the sake of 
being religiously tolerant? There 
are more and more people who are 
becoming involved in groups like 
Heaven’s Gate and who live or 
have lived amongst us in our com­
munities. I do not accept suicide 
as the means of achieving a life 
apart from this cruel and corrupt
world; it does not seem like the 
most efficient way of improving 
the lives of thirty-nine people. 
This repulsion toward suicide is 
ultimately a result of my upbring­
ing as a Christian; or is it? There 
is an innate sense in me, beyond 
any creed or tenant of the Bible, 
which says simply that life is good. 
While everyday is not “heaven on 
earth,” there seems to be sufficient 
reason for most people to remain 
on earth and be satisfied, if not 
happy, with their existence.
Whether it is anxiety over the 
approaching millennium or from 
watching too many re-runs of the 
X-files, there seems to be an ever­
growing number of people who are 
swept up in the belief that aliens 
influence our lives. (The next thing 
you know they’ll be saying that the 
Annunciation was an alien abduc­
tion). Maybe it is close- 
mindedness, maybe it is logic 
speaking, but I feel as if more 
people are being perverted by the 
contemporary belief in aliens than 
is normal and reasonable. This is
not my culture or my creed speak­
ing, but a person who loves her life 
here on earth. Something tells me 
that the Heaven’s Gate members 
are not flying along behind the 
comet in a heaven-like “other 
world” which their leader, Mr. 
Applewhite, probably dreamed up 
in his unstable head or during one 
of his drug trips. I cannot accept 
the Heaven’s Gate cult as a hope­
ful alternative to life on earth or in 
heaven, for that matter. Call me 
old fashioned, call me crazy, but 
life here on Earth in this young 
body, though frightening and dis­
illusioning sometimes, is worth be­
ing alive for, especially when you 
have a handsome new nephew to 
love. This is a belief which comes 
from within me, not from without. 
It is a belief which is guided not 
only by culture and creed, but 
which begins in the head and the 
heart, not in some extraterrestrial 
being or a hope of one. It is also a 
belief which will get me a lot fur­
ther than the Heaven’s Gate.
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Arms Sales to Latin America
Is this another sign of Clinton's misguided foreign policy?
by Jamie Lantinen '97
Editorial Editor
The Clinton Administration has 
again conjured speculation that 
foreign policy is its lowest prior­
ity, by permitting weapons to be 
sold to Latin America. By revers­
ing a presidential policy against 
selling arms to that region, Presi­
dent Clinton has put money before 
principal and domestic affiliations 
before international peace. The 
policy has lasted through four 
presidents, and has served to help 
to promote the region’s stability. 
However, Clinton has decided to 
forgo precedent and reason and 
open up the region to military 
sales. More importantly, Clinton 
has handed a slap in the face to his 
new Secretary of State, leaving the 
quality of his second term foreign 
policy in doubt.
With most of Latin America 
maintaining fairly stable democra­
cies, the prospects are good for the 
Western Hemisphere. Following 
from the Monroe Doctrine, as well 
as U.S. interests, it is important 
that we play a major role in pre­
serving this stability. Past presi­
dents have recognized this, and for 
this reason an informal policy ban­
ning military sales has been in 
place. By permitting the sale of 
arms to the region, Clinton is fail­
ing in his role of defender of the 
Western Hemisphere.
Clinton has handed a slap in the face to his new 
Secretary of State, leaving the quality of his second term 
foreign policy in doubt.
\________________________________________________ )
In all fairness to the President, 
it is not all his fault. Clinton is 
responsible for the final approval 
of all sales, which he will undoubt­
edly allow. However, it is mem­
bers of Congress, as well as the 
new Secretary of Defense William 
Cohen, who should have much of 
the blame. They, as well as the 
President, have fallen prey to the 
sway of campaign contributions.
The nation's military jet contrac­
tors donated 10.8 million dollars 
in the 1996 campaign to the Presi­
dent, 78 Representatives, and 38 
Senators. They were all swayed 
by the prospect of 20,000 new jobs 
with the sale of jets to our south­
ern neighbors.
Albright, following her prede­
cessor Warren Christopher, warned 
that this could lead to instability. 
The nations, although most are 
democratic, are very fragile. Their 
warnings have been ignored by 
Cohen and Congress, as they have 
put politics ahead of international 
security. Albright had promised 
she would be second in command
in foreign policy, but now her au­
tonomy appears to be damaged.
The most compelling argu­
ment for the arms sales is because 
other countries have already be­
gun selling military items to South 
American nations. It is argued
that if Latin America does not get 
it from us, they will get it from 
someone else. So, why not let our 
businesses reap the benefits? In 
a perfect world, I would say that 
this is hogwash and that the 
United States must stand up for 
the principle of preserving the 
nascent democracies of Latin 
America and serve - at best - as a
role model. Since this is not a per­
fect world, I do see the logic of the 
argument.
What is most troubling, how­
ever, is that it appears that this ar­
gument is being used to legitimize 
what is really a combination of 
things. First, as I have mentioned, 
Clinton’s failure to listen to his very 
capable Secretary of State and mak­
ing foreign policy - not domestic 
airplane companies - is a priority. 
Second, this appears to be mainly 
a political move as a result of mil­
lions of dollars in campaign con­
tributions from these high-tech 
aerospace companies. Part of the 
hope on Clinton’s part is that Gore 
will benefit from high employment 
in this industry in the way of cam­
paign dollars and votes. This is a 
sad commentary on Clinton’s lack 
of vision in foreign policy. Will 
Gore or the United States benefit 
when Secretary Albright is proven 
correct and Latin America 
crumbles? The airplane industry 
may be the only beneficiaries as 
they are forced to build more planes 
so that the United States can quell 
the ensuing blood bath.
How To Drive
by Tom K. Lyman '99
Editorial Writer
How many times have we seen 
it? Someone taking a left turn 
blocks the whole road by wailing 
on the right. A car drives for a mile 
with a blinker on with no intention 
of turning, or turns ten times with­
out ever signaling. Some idiot can­
not hold a turn and so crosses the 
center line and shrinks your lane 
down to five feet. Sometimes I 
wonder if some people’s driver 
training was conducted in match­
box cars or big wheels. As some­
one who loves to drive, I simply 
cannot stand to have my on-road 
experience marred by the presence 
of an inept motorist.
In my experience, there is one 
key sentence that is always impor­
tant to remember when behind the 
wheel: “Don’t do anything stupid 
or unnecessary.” Naturally, a broad 
maxim such as this covers many 
possibilities, but for my purposes, 
take ‘stupid’ to mean ‘aloof or just 
plain thoughtless,’ and ‘unneces­
sary’ to mean ‘reckless.’
When on a limited access high­
way, such as any interstate, there 
is a reason there are two or three 
lanes of traffic. With three lanes, 
the center is for normal travel, the 
right is for entering, exiting, and 
slow drivers, and the left is only 
for passing. I cannot count the 
times that one jerk has clogged up 
an entire three-lane highway be­
cause he is doing 60 in the left lane, 
while the middle lane is too slow, 
and there are trucks on the right. 
That brings up another issue: 
speed.
Speed is of essence on an in­
terstate, in fact it is probably why 
they were built: so you could go 
fast from one state to another. The 
first problem I will cite is merg­
ing. The reason entrance ramps 
exist on highways is so the driver 
may accelerate to highway speed 
by the lime you have reached the- 
highway, since it would be diffi­
cult, dangerous, and time consum­
ing to try to go from 0 to 65 from 
the bottom of a ramp. But how 
many times is this basically what 
happens? Some doll takes their 
time on the ramp at 35 and waits 
to the end to accelerate, while 
causing the normal people to tail­
gate and double-lane change into 
the middle lane to avoid ridicu­
lousness.
While speed is the key issue on 
the highway, 1 am afraid that some 
feel somehow immortalized by 
their new airbags and anti-lock 
brakes. When the speed limit was 
55 on 495 in Massachusetts, many 
people just added 15 and went 70 
anyway. Now that the limit is 65, 
these piston-heads get the idea that 
it is still okay to add 15 and now 
go 80—and in traffic! Do these 
people think that their driving abil­
ity suddenly increased along with 
the speed limit? Ever since the in­
crease, I have noticed on many 
occasions that I am passed as 
though at a standstill while I am 
doing 65-70. Here are a few rea­
sons why 65 is better than 75-80. 
Number one: safety—most cars 
are simply not outfitted with the 
proper suspension and tires for 
driving at these speeds. Unless you 
own a sports car, and I mean a real 
sports car like a Corvette or Viper, 
not some Escort GT, your car is 
probably not worthy. One mistake, 
a slight jerk of the wheel and you, 
get a concrete sandwich for din­
ner. Number two, economy—you 
will suck down gas faster than beer 
is drained from an Eaton St. keg if 
you drive like that all the time. 
Also, in the northeast, it is simply
too congested to safely drive that 
way. It may be different in a place 
like South Dakota, where there are 
so few intersections that you can 
see one 20 miles ahead of time.
Lane control is also of extreme 
importance; if we did not have it, 
we could just drive over lawns to 
get from place to place. One ex­
ample where this is key yet rarely 
exhibited is on Boston’s parkways. 
For those not familiar with Bos­
ton parkways, many of them were 
originally designed as “leisurely 
carriage rides,” wide, yet winding. 
I find this amusing now since the 
only “leisure” about roads like the 
Jamaica way or Riverway are the 
red lights. Today they are high 
speed arteries winding through the 
trees and over the hills, and no, 
they are not divided roads. Four 
lanes of pulsing automotive blood, 
where the speed limit is 30, but like 
I said, add a mile-per-hour or two 
and you get 45 or 50. This would 
all be line il only the people on the 
opposite side interior lane could 
hold their turns! When you are 
whipping around a turn at 45 and 
some weak-handed driver hogs 
half of your four and a half foot 
lane, this is a problem! If you have 
a deep turn, keep to the outside of 
your lane and turn less than you 
think you need to—it always 
works, though it is scary the first 
time.
Headlights serve several pur­
poses. At night they should be 
turned on so you can see and oth­
ers can see you. Yes, even in the 
city they must be turned on. If 
someone blinks their lights at you 
from behind it means “move your 
snail-like excuse for a car and get 
out of my way.” If someone blinks 
their lights coming at you, there is 
either a cop up ahead or your own 
lights are not on. Do not blink your
lights to warn others that the po­
lice are ahead. As polite as it is, 
you could unknowingly be giving 
the warning to the thief who just 
burglarized your home—someone 
you want the police to pull over.
If someone blinks their brake 
lights at you from in front of you 
or suddenly slams on their brakes 
for no reason, this means “back off 
and I mean business!” Tailgating 
is one of the most dangerous things 
you can do! I have been in a car 
that was tailgating and we ended 
up rear-ending somebody. In some 
states, it is law that it is automati­
cally the person’s fault who did the 
rear-ending. No matter what your 
speed, but especially at high speed, 
keep well back from the car in 
front. Usually, you can do nothing 
to change their speed, so just be 
patient and hang back. The way to 
tell if you are truly being tailgated 
is if there is no view of pavement 
in your mirror, between your 
bumper and the car following. The 
closer you are to another driver’s 
tail, the damage that will be done 
in an accident increases exponen­
tially—I know—I took Concep­
tual Physics last semester.
When driving alone or with 
passengers, it is important to drive 
in ways that are comfortable to 
those in the car. Do not decide to 
brake so late that you must let the 
front bumper dip down before you 
stop. Conversely, do not acceler­
ate so hard that your back bumper 
touches the ground every time. A 
sense of precision handling makes 
all the difference in the way your 
car wears and the way your pas­
sengers feel about you.
The art of “cutting-off” must 
indeed be practiced as an art, or 
else you could kill yourself, some­
one else, or be pulled over for such 
a noticeably flamboyant infraction.
When passing on a multi-lane 
road, wait to pull in front of some­
body until after their entire car is 
visible in your rear-view mirror. 
This way, you can be sure you are 
not infringing on the extended per­
sonal space of neighboring motor­
ists. In extreme and rare cases you 
may need to practice what I call 
“the slip-in.” This handy but risky 
maneuver involves squeaking your 
car into a lane-space between two 
other cars that is no bigger than 
your car. The slip-in would be use­
ful if Route 95 South heading to 
Providence had only two lanes and 
one Providence exit, and the sign 
said, “Next Exit—New York.”
I would like to comment on the 
state of driving on the PC campus. 
While there are few speed traps on 
the campus roads, it would only be 
considerate to go 20 or less. There 
are people walking everywhere! 
People get hurt when they get hit, 
and with the absence of sidewalks 
in most places, it is only fair to re­
spect their presence and be cau­
tious. What is the hurry anyway? I 
am sure everyone’s dorm room 
will be right where they left it. My 
pet peeve is the crosswalk at 
Huxley gate, where a sign is even 
posted: “Stop for Pedestrians.” In 
all, I think non-college related 
drivers are worse about it, but if 
you see someone approaching or 
standing at the crosswalks, even 
painted yellow for your visual con­
venience, please let the person 
cross.
Lastly, I urge everyone to al­
ways buckle up. The seatbelt takes 
one second to fasten, and with an 
airbag or not, it will undoubtedly 
reduce injury in an accident. It is 
not “cool” to leave your seatbelt 
unfastened, just careless. This ends 
my high horsepower harangue, so 
happy trails!
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Forget Spice, go with Space
by Eric Cutler '98
A&E Writer
This is what you’ve been waiting 
for...
Recipe for success: Take five 
sexy British girls with great abs 
and beautiful smiles, put them in 
super-tight leather outfits and 
sports bras every color of the rain­
bow. Stir in generic dance beats 
that can be played on a child’s key­
board by pressing the “demo” but­
ton. Add a dash of cheesy lyrics 
like “Do you think I’m really cool 
and sexy, and I know you want to
The cover to "How to Fool An Entire Planet Into Thinking 
You Have Talent" with special forward by Milli Vanilli.
get with me.” Mix vigorously, 
pour into a CD or cassette and wait 
for the magic to start! Hold it! 
What if these five beautiful young 
women have no vocal ability what­
soever? Don’t worry about it! Just 
load the CD jacket with tons of 
pictures of them in skimpy, reveal­
ing outfits and no one will care!
Introducing the Spice Girls, the 
latest in an endless string of dime- 
a-dozen girl groups who “sing” 
about love, sex, guys, and sister­
hood and sound absolutely ridicu­
lous doing it. Their debut album, 
Spice, hit the charts last month and 
shot up to the top ten, thanks 
mostly to their video for
"The Spice 
Girls suck."
“Wannabe,” which is in heavy ro­
tation on MTV.
In a nutshell, Spice sucks. 
Please allow me to tell you how 
much Spice sucks. First of all, 
there are only ten songs on the al­
bum. In my opinion, a CD with 
less than eleven songs shows a sign 
of laziness, (with the exception of 
the band Rush, whose six-song al­
bum, 2112, contains a song that is 
over twenty minutes long.) Per­
haps it is a good thing that Spice 
has only ten songs. I honestly do 
not think that I could have survived 
an eleventh.
It is difficult to write about any 
particular song on Spice because 
they all sound the same. If you’ve 
heard “Wannabe” (and I know you 
have unless you watch the video 
on mute), you have heard pretty 
much all of Spice. There is one 
song that has some redeeming 
value to it. “Mama,” an ode to 
mothers from all the riot grrls of 
the world, is a sweet tune that... no, 
wait. I was wrong- this song is 
garbage, too.
The Spice Girls, and their de­
but album, Spice, are a perfect ex­
ample of how bad the state of mu­
sic is today. Pretty faces, not pretty
voices, sell records. Only one of 
the five girls can really sing, and 
she is used a lot on the album. I 
do not know if it is Emma, Mel B., 
Mel C., Geri, or Victoria, because 
the liner notes on the CD do not 
tell who sings what.
Not only do these girls have a 
hit record on their hands, but they 
have also signed a movie and book 
deal. I do not know what the book 
will be, but one can guess: Dating 
the Spice Girl Way! or perhaps 
How to Fool An Entire Planet Into 
Thinking You Have Talent with 
Special Forward by Milli Vanilli.
The only solace I can find right 
now is knowing that their fifteen
minutes will soon be up. Maybe 
twenty years from now we will 
find them on a “Top Hits of the 
Nineties” nostalgic compilation 
and then we’ll be able to laugh. 
Right now, though, I don’t find it 
very funny.
So avoid “Spice” like the 
plague. If you do encounter some­
one listening to it or humming a 
song from it, beat them without 
remorse. The world must learn 
that this has got to stop. If we band 
together we can defeat them, and 
maybe take Bush and Collective 
Soul down with them.
by Venessa Anderson '99
Asst. A&E Editor
I hope you’re ready for another 
British invasion. As if the Beatles, 
The Who, The Spice Girls, and Oa­
sis weren’t enough, the Brits are 
continuing their assault against our 
vulnerable ears by sending over 
their next Liverpudlian foursome. 
Welcome Space.
To put it bluntly... Space is 
Great. (Heh that rhymes.) I don’t 
know how they did it, but Space is 
definitely worthy. Their music is 
a mixture of techno, hip-hop, Burt 
Bacharach, acid house, and funk, 
allowing keyboard player Franny 
Griffiths to indulge. They take 
their inspiration from Broadway 
show tunes, Quentin Tarranlino 
movies, and Frank Sinatra, among 
others.
Creating their distinct sound in 
the music industry, this foursome 
uses each others’ talents to the 
maximum on their 1996 CD Spi­
ders. Tommy Scott, the 30-year 
old bassist writes all of the songs 
with the help of the less-mature 
Jamie Murphy. Scott has written 
most of the so-called hits like “Fe­
male of the Species,” and “Neigh­
borhood.” The 20-year old 
Murphy can’t really be credited to 
any hits, but his choice of subject 
matter is just as crooked as Scott.
Keyboardest Franny Griffiths 
has been a spaceman from early 
childhood when the first song he 
learned to play on his tiny Casio 
was “Close Encounters of the
/'he Artists’ Coalition presents:
a zfo?/ fi/mXw James O'Brien
204 S. Main street. Providence (401) 272-3970
Third Kind.” After a few false 
starts in the music business, 
Griffiths landed a job as a bouncer 
in Barcelona where he delved into 
disco. Eventually Scott and drum­
mer Andy Parle got together and 
implored Griffiths’ talent. So, with 
Scott and Murphy’s weirdness, 
Griffiths’ techno, and Parle’s
Their music is a mixture of 
techno, hip-hop, Burt 
Bacharach, acid house, and 
funk, allowing keyboard 
player Franny Griffiths to 
indulge.
“drums, odd vibes and hip-hop 
beats,” Space evolved into the in­
credible group it is today.
You might actually be more fa­
miliar with Space than you 
thought. Their song, “Female of 
the Species” is getting some radio 
time and apparently its video is out 
as well. You know what’s funny? 
I was watching Clue, the movie, 
the other day. The line, “The fe­
male of the species is more deadly 
than the male,” was in it. This line 
is in “Female” too. Coincident? 
I think not. “Neighborhood” is 
another noteworthy song. USA 
Today describes this particular 
song as “Latinized Ska.” I’m not
exactly sure how that would sound, 
but it has a serious techno flavor 
with a trip-hop beat. The lyrics are 
crazy too. An example of Scott’s 
warped lyrics is “There’s a man in 
number 4 who swears/ He’s 
Saddam Hussein/ Says he’s on a 
chore to start the/ Third world 
war.” If you listen to the whole
CD, you might think that this poor
man has some serious issues that 
he has to deal with. Some other 
notable songs are “Dark Clouds,” 
“Mister Psycho,” and “Voodoo 
Roller.”
My suggestion: forget the 
Spice. Go with Space instead. 
(Just as another side-note, appar­
ently Geri, one of the spicey girls, 
is fawning overTommy Scott. Too 
bad that he totally dissed her. Oh 
well. I guess she didn't get with 
HIS friends.) So, if you have an 
extra couple bucks in your budget 
and you’re really into techno-type, 
or just plain good music, take it 
Space all the way.
THE POMEGRANATE CREW. TRAVELING AT 37 TIMES 
DOUBLE WARP SPEED, GOT WARPED.
THEY HAD TO DELIVER THE GOODS* BEFORE 
THE EVIL OTHERS’* COULD SPREAD THEIR 
CHEESY STUFF’” THROUGHOUT THE GALAXY.
IHtS CAM 74 GfiOSS Of HANES BEEFY tS HBNIED 6 COtOfiS ON THE ROW. 4 C OIOSS ON IO BE CONTINUED..
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A String 
Conundrum Liar Liar
by Venessa Anderson '99
Asst. A&E Editor
I have a conundrum for you. 
What do strings and Providence 
College have in common? 
Hmmmm...thinking. Thinking. 
Give up? Well, it’s really a trick 
question, like all conundrums are. 
I think I’ll cheat though and give 
you the answer. It’s nothing... un­
til this semester. There has never 
been a string ensemble at Provi­
dence College until this term. As­
tonished?! I know.
If any of you readers have been 
following the music department’s 
development at all, you would 
have noticed that it has grown tre­
mendously. The choirs have ex­
panded, the bands keep develop­
ing, the pep band followed the bas­
ketball team around the country, 
operas arc being performed, and 
many more exciting things have 
happened. This year has been in­
credible, and part of the thrill has 
to do with string players.
For the first time in PC history, 
string players arc involved in the 
expansion of the music depart­
ment. When Father Brocato be­
came chair of the music depart­
ment this year, one of his goals 
was to have a string ensemble. He 
recognized that it “just had to hap­
pen because string players never 
had anything for them.” There 
was a lot of talk to set up a pro­
gram for the 1997-98 academic 
year, but a violin student of Mrs. 
Herman, Andrea Mazzacua ’98, 
took the initiative to start one this 
semester. A few students ex­
pressed an interest in an ensemble 
to Father Brocato, so when 
Mazzacua went to Fr. Brocato last 
term, together they created a flyer 
and created a list of interested 
people.
One of the necessities of a 
string ensemble is a cello, there­
fore when Jen ZandcrWidc ’00, 
showed interest, the ensemble
could really take off. Currently 
there are 15 people in the en­
semble group, 13 of which are PC 
students. The other two, Scott 
Crowley and Amy Lichtenbaum, 
are high school seniors who heard 
about the ensemble group through 
Mrs. Herman. Crowley helps 
ZandcrWidc out as another incred­
ible cellist. Presently there are 
three first violins, six second vio­
lins, three violas, and two cellos. 
The only part missing is the bass.
The string ensemble, under the 
direction of Fr. Brocato, has many 
goals. The long term goal of the 
ensemble is to expand to a small 
chamber orchestra. For the short 
term goals, one of the more impor­
tant is recruitment. Father Brocato 
believes that string players are kind 
of like rats. If there are fifteen 
players that are showing up to re­
hearse, there must be a least fif­
teen other string players out there 
who arc taking lessons or played 
in high school. “We know they’re 
out there, but how do we get them 
in?” asked Fr. Brocato. One en­
couraging piece of information is 
that the admissions department has 
never seen so many string playing 
applicants before.
Part of the enthusiasm of the 
class of 2001 led to the string 
ensemble’s first public perfor­
mance. They will be playing this 
Sunday, April 13th, in Peterson as 
part of the open house. “Our pro­
gram will range from slow and 
romantic pieces like ‘Danny Boy,’ 
to the relatively difficult baroque 
Correlli concerto,” Fr. Brocato 
brought up. Other songs to look 
for are “Fantasia for Strings,” and 
a Correllii “Gigue.” There is also 
the possibility of an end of the year 
performance. Fr. Brocato is happy 
with the way the ensemble has pro­
gressed so far, but he would also 
like to see some expansion of the 
repertoire to maybe some contem­
porary arrangements of some 
popular songs or show tunes.
Fr. Brocato’s enthusiasm has 
helped form this group. He com­
mented, “I am very pleased with 
everything so far. It’s been a great
deal of fun. I 
honestly look 
forward to 
Wednesday 
nights just to 
direct this 
group.” Hope­
fully this or­
chestra will not 
only continue 
to grow, but 
other groups 
will follow in 
its footsteps.
by Megan Southard '97
A&E Writer
Imagine being forced to be one 
hundred percent honest for a full 
day. It doesn’t seem that hard un­
til you really think about it. Think 
about all the little white lies you 
tell for convenience. When is the 
last time someone asked you how 
you were and you responded 
“fine” when what you really meant 
was, “I feel like hell, I’m bloated 
like an Orca and I want to stab my 
roommates repeatedly with a dull 
knife. How about yourself?” This 
kind of situation comedy is what 
makes Jim Carrey’s newest 
freakfest a sure recipe for success.
After a slightly too bizarre Ace 
Ventura- When Nature Calls and 
the dark Ben Stiller creation The 
Cable Guy , Liar Liar is a hilari­
ous reminder that Carrey is a 
physical comedy genius. There 
were points in When Nature Calls 
that were just too over the top for 
me (and this is coming from an 
avid Ace Ventura fan) such as 
Carrey’s face red with blood from 
the dead zebra he was feasting on. 
The Cable Guy had some really 
hysterical parts, but as a whole 
could not compare with the origi­
nal Ace Ventura Pet Detective or 
Dumb and Dumber. Liar Liar is 
reminiscent of the classic In Liv­
ing Color days.
Carrey begins the movie as a 
slightly slimy character who 
makes his living by being dishon­
THE CHAGALL STRING QUARTET 
sponsored by
The Providence College Music Department 
&
B.O.P.
Monday, April 14 
8:00 p.m.
Feinstein, 4th floor
General Admission: $5.00 
Student Admission: $2.00
tickets sold at the door
est- Yes, he is a divorce attorney. 
Carrey’s character is vying for a 
partnership in his law firm, and 
winds up continually breaking 
promises he makes to his five year 
old son, Max. Max finally has it 
with his deadbeat dad when he 
breaks a promise and doesn’t come 
to Max’s birthday party. (He is too 
busy shmoozing with the firm’s 
female partner.) In blowing out the 
candles on his cake, Max wishes 
that for just one day his father 
couldn’t tell a lie- and herein lies 
the recipe for disaster- his wish 
comes true.
With surrounding cast mem­
bers Jennifer Tilly, Swoosie Kurtz 
and Cary Elwes (Robinhood: Men 
In Tights, The Princess Bride) Liar 
Liar proceeds with a series of 
courtroom blunders and bedroom 
embarrassments- where honesty is 
not always the best policy. 
Carrey’s character is cursed with 
his son’s birthday wish, and 
through his difficulties with his 
newfound honesty, he realizes he 
has been neglecting his son. The 
story line has a slightly saccharine 
tinge to it, tying up everything in 
the end with a nice, neat moral, but 
Carrey’s bizarre slapstick and un­
predictable one-liners keep the 
movie from becoming too sweet. 
The real highlight of Liar Liar 
comes at the end during the cred­
its when they show the filming 
bloopers- Cannonball Run style, 
where Jim Carrey’s improvisation 
is painfully funny.
On tyke. ot
tyke {Zjeofta.pky Of ^eojinin^
Ovemyet
on sta$e at the 'felackfrtLa’ts ^heatie 
/Iptll 18-22
Stafrfc $5.00 Students $3.00 
‘foot ticket Ln-fiotmation
contact the box o-fo-foice at x2218
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Zardoz in H. Lewis 
Astoria Gallery
by Dave Nevers '99
The Holy Goof
We were sitting in Greg’s room 
around 10 pm, knowing not what 
to do. Greg disappeared into his 
room, which was shaped like a gi­
ant floating head. We heard a gun­
shot, like a whale, a few seconds 
later he emerged soaking wet.
“Let’s go for a walk,” he said. 
And we did.
Out on the Baltimore street 
walking brisk, 
propelled by 
the undulation 
of the city, the 
buildings: the 
life in struc­
tured world 
that is a city.
Greg led us:
Mike, Erin,
Venessa, and I 
dingledodeling, 
trailing 
enough to soak 
it in.
“Hopefully 
we can see this 
Russian DJ.”
Greg didn’t 
turn around.
“He plays ev­
ery Saturday 
night.” Our 
prayers were 
answered.
When we 
paid the cover 
and entered the 
Astoria — a 
surprisingly 
large club/bar 
and grill. The
decor was post-modern Country 
Kitchen, and the clientele were 
strictly thirty something Asian 
hipsters and a scattered amount of 
indie rockers.
The setting prepared me not for 
what was about to take place. We 
were seated, ordered some apa­
thetic cheese as DJ Zardoz took the 
stage. He approached his key­
board and turntables as the crowd 
acknowledged his presence by a
th
Found Art
by Erin R.King '98
News Editor
What’s this little brown insect 
walking zigzag
across the sunny white page of 
Su Tung-p’o’spoem?
Fly away, tiny mite, even your 
life
is tender-
I lift the book and blow you into 
the dazzling void.
-Allen Ginsberg
Not all art fits the standard defi­
nition of “beauty.” Sometimes a 
conceptual approach to everyday 
objects can make your day. Take, 
for instance, the poem above. The 
speaker has taken a few seconds 
of life, those which would usually 
be overlooked—and turned them 
into art. The tiny bug becomes 
exalted.
After spending last weekend in
few random chantings of high 
pitched tones. He mumbled some 
words in Russian and then 
launched into the most raucous set 
of electronique musique I have 
ever heard.
The crowd was mesmerized, 
becoming almost apathetic.
He threw down beats like a 
bricklayer. His mesmerizing key­
board lines were reminiscent of the 
darkest moments of such 
electronique musique pioneers as
Kraftwerk and Gary Numan. 
Zardoz experimented with noise 
and sound so radically that he 
would make Sonic Youth jealous. 
Halfway through his set I thought 
I would have to leave, I was 
drained. He took the entire crowd 
on a Simpsons-esque monorail 
journey through the depths of their 
subconscious. After the show you 
either needed counseling, or you 
didn’t need it anymore. But in­
Baltimore visiting the H. Lewis Art 
Gallery, I realized that one thing 
my life has been missing is this 
conceptual approach. Walking 
around the city, I began to realize 
just how beautiful and special any- 
thing-scraps, trash, toys, glass-can 
become in a different light.
There is no doubt that beauty 
is in the eye of the beholder. Es­
sentially, the most important qual­
ity a work of art can have is 
whether or not it makes the be­
holder happy. Interpretation is 
very personal. I have decided to 
elevate these few objects to the sta­
tus of “art” (I don’t think they are 
“entertainment,” although I sup­
pose that depends what you choose 
to do with them) merely because I 
have chosen to see them that way.
-A broken trampoline, put 
outside with the trash. It made me 
wonder...how did it break? Was a 
child very sad when the decision 
to throw it away was made? Turn
stead of relenting he turned it up a 
notch: the music disintegrated into 
three repeating notes through am­
bient moans reminiscent of 
whales. DJ Zardoz leaned into the 
mic and uttered “Zank you. Zat 
vas a zong called ‘fuel und releize,’ 
now to join me for zecond zet: 
Mistar Jean Zorn on zaxzaphone.”
I nearly died.
To my disbelief the chairman of 
the experimental board did appear 
from behind a curtain, already 
blowing hard on his 
horn. The tension was 
raised to a power of 
infinity. The repeti­
tious, trance enducing 
keyboard was cut and 
twisted by Zorn’s 
wailing Sax. After 
twenty minutes of im­
provisational noise, 
they burst into “The 
Whale Song” from 
Paper Bag Theatre’s 
underground off-off- 
off-off-off Broadway 
smash. The final cre­
scendo was built up 
incessantly. A train 
emerged from a tun­
nel. In a final thrust 
of volume they ended. 
Both looked up at the 
audience for the first 
time, a short sheepish 
glance. You saw their 
humanity we were 
connected (Elliot 
would have been 
proud). “Zank you.” 
Applause.
We exited the 
Astoria into the 
warmth of Baltimore — destined 
to enter the realm of psychic Pro 
Wrestling.
Other dubs to check out 
in Baltimore:
Bohagers 
Fletcher's 
Druid Hill Park 
Funnel
it upside down, and it loses any 
sense of purpose. Could I take it 
and change it in some way, and call 
it a metaphor for something?
-A box of hand soap in a res­
taurant bathroom. The brand name 
is “Clean-N-Fresh,” and it is tech­
nically called “hand cleaner.” The 
scent is “Erin Green.” The brand 
name is clearly written, and the 
yellow, green and white package 
seems to fit what the manufacturer 
wants to say about the product.
-A sign that reads “This al­
ley has been baited for rodents on 
1/6/96.” This is my favorite. It 
has a connection to something that 
is just so base, gross and danger­
ous that people can’t help but com­
ment on it. The sign was hanging 
about six feet up on a brick wall, 
so it had no direct contact with ro­
dents of any sort. But the image it 
is tied to has such an immediate 
response in people-they feel un­
comfortable, even dirty. I love it.
by Michael Sablone '98
A&E Editor
You know that friend I always 
write about, the one I say doesn’t 
really exist? Well, I went to see 
him last weekend. He does exist 
— at least he exists in Baltimore. 
It turns out he’s opened an art gal­
lery. Ambitious, eh? He and about 
eight other students at Maryland 
Institute College of Art have got­
ten together and started the H. 
Lewis art gallery. I went last week­
end— and I tell you — you must go 
down there to see it. I’ll include 
directions somewhere in the ar-
This photo was taken at the opening of the gallery
tide.
Greg’s been drawing for his 
whole life. Even before we met 
back in 6th grade, he was drawing 
elaborate cartoons that looked sus­
piciously like Bloom County. 
(He’s out of that phase now.) In 
between charlie horses that he’d 
give me, he’d show me his 
monthly cartoon that went in the 
school paper. He’s always had one 
of the most acute senses of humor 
that my fake intellectual writing 
can’t capture, so I won't bother. 
For instance, one of his paintings 
portrayed the Invasion of 
Normandy with bikini clad 
women. That and he did "Jacob 
Pro-Wrestling the Angel."
It took the four of us a while to
The postcard from the H. Lewis' current juried show
reach his house; we were too busy 
getting sidetracked in the seedy 
part of town. Four white subur­
banites, three from Connecticut, 
one formally from Massachusetts 
now from Ohio — cruising the
streets of Baltimore in a 1997 
Pontiac. We fit in just right. One 
of the men on the side of the street 
asked if he could hop in, so we let 
him. He then proceeded to show 
us his family jewels, so we pulled 
over to the side of the road and told 
him that we weren’t interested in 
buying.
I embellished a tad in that last 
paragraph.
We arrived at Greg’s apartment, 
a quaint little three level jobbie, 
complete with sausage on the 
mantle, A-Team Choose Your Own 
Adventures, glass shelves contain­
ing their collection of wigs (along
with my fake beard that I lost last 
summer. Klepto.), and the requi­
site picture of Emmanuel Lewis.
We walked the short distance to 
the gallery, which, contrary to the 
photo really doesn’t have H. Lewis 
written on it. It was Photoshoped 
in. I probably shouldn’t have said 
that, but in case you are looking 
for it you won’t be confused.
From April 2nd to April 27th, 
the gallery was celebrating their 
first juried show. Ifwehadgonea 
week later, we could have gone to 
their “Bad Poetry Reading” and 
also they will be having their first 
Prom. More galleries should have 
proms. Hell, I’m so incensed that 
we don’t have Proms at the Hunt- 
Cavanagh gallery that I’m going
to a Cranston Prom. That’ll show 
'em. The gallery bathroom was 
wonderful. I found out that my 
friend Greg is a minister. That
continued on page 12
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Everything I needed to know 
I learned from H. Lewis
continued from page 11
could come in handy both for him 
and me. Actually, it did. We were 
married. It was a nice ceremony: 
lots of performance art in the back­
ground. People have a hard time 
understanding that he performed 
the ceremony and got married, but 
they’re not understanding what 
we’re all about. Free Love. 
Groovy. Man, like everyone digs 
our gift certificates. Great vibes 
at the art gallery.
There were some great vibes 
there. No art gallery is finished 
without a picture of Mickey 
Rooney. Mickey Rooney makes 
the room. As a side note, have you 
realized how bad this article is. Do 
me a favor and watch Zardoz with 
Sean Connery. It’s much better 
then this worthless piece of crap. 
I do have some not so crappy di­
rections, so here they are: take 95
South to I 
more. G< 
route 40. 
right on I 
roe. Turn 
onto
L a f a y e 
street. Fc 
down to 
This is G 
house, 
lives on 
bottom f 
Call him 
ask him il 
can crash i 
house ( 
filmed an 
sode of 
solved Myster­
ies there).
He’ll help you from there. If no Bolton street is on your right. En-
Another picture from the opening. Greg is on the left
that in the 
nicest way. 
I’d tell you 
all about 
the actual 
art in there, 
but I can’t 
remember 
the names 
of anyone. 
I’m awful 
with that. 
Most of the 
artworks 
are avail­
able to buy, 
so bring 
your 
check- 
Books. If 
at all pos­
sible try to get their for one of their 
famous openings. People can’t 
stop talking about the time that 
Neil was dancing on the table and 
Greg broke it. If you visit, make
one is around then the address of 
the gallery is 1500 Bolton Street. 
Go back down Lafayette street and
ter the gallery. It’s open Wednes­
day thru Sunday from 12-5.
In all the gallery is fly. I mean
not understanding how gravity 
works (as usual) and picking Neil 
up again. You had to be there. You 
should be there. I should still be 
there, trying to kidnap the blond 
kid who did wheelchair tricks at 
the party. That and I’m all out of 
Cinnamon spice.
Just like Huey Lewis, you can 
never get enough art in your life. 
Go see my friends — it’s cheap en­
tertainment. If at all possible, drive 
down there right now and go to 
their prom. You know you had a 
crappy time at your first one, it’s 
time to get even. Remember as the 
saying goes "It takes A and M to 
make Art Smart." Actually I don't 
think that is a common expression. 
I did see it on the wall of the open­
ing gallery show. If you don't 
agree with that ("why wouldn't 
you?" — that's what I say) then 
maybe you'll like this saying that 
they put on one of the postcards 
better: "finally ... art you can feel
Attention !
Student Workers Needed 
for Upcoming Alumni Events
PC Commencement Pops Concert 
Saturday, May 17, 1997
PC Reunion Weekend 
Saturday, May 31, 1997
Please fill out a form in the Alumni/Development Office, 
Harkins Hall, Room 107
to register to work these upcoming events on campus.
If you go to the gallery, make sure 
you go to see thier "Bad Poetry 
Reading” and the highly anticipated 
H. Lewis Prom. More galleries 
should have proms. I'm so incensed 
that we don't have proms here that 
I'm going to the Cranston Prom.
sure to first tell them that Mickey 
Rooney sent you. Then tell them 
that Mike Sablone “the worst 
freakin’ actro in the world” sent 
you. Start a conversation about 
knees. Funny story involving Greg
good about."
Donations can be sent to: 
H. Lewis Gallery 
1500 Bolton Street 
Baltimore, MD 21217 
or call (410) 523-1738
INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits 
Up To $ 10,000 Within Days!
No Credit# No Job. No Parent-Signer. No Security Deposit!
no credit • bad credit • no income ?
You Can Qualify To Receive 
Two Of The Most Widely Used ^2^/ 
Credit Cards In The World Today!
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
CANCUN, 
JAMAICA &
r NASSAU $399-°°
k all inclusive
• air
• TRANS
• HOTEL (20 to choose from)
• 2 FREE Meals Daily 
. 3 Hrs CREE Drinks
Eveiv Night
• VIP cover To ALL Clubs
TOLL FREE
S^(888) 244-3733
Group Discounts & Greek Specials! 
Asif How You Can Travel FREEH
WRf&SUfl
TOURS
ORDER FORM
YES!
I want Credit Cards i— iliately. 1OOH QUARANTEEDI >
CREDITHAX, P0 BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146 J
Name__________________ ___________________ _________________________ _
Addiey
----------—---------------------------------- Stale Zi„
Phone( )
Signature
Guaranteed S10.QQQ ]n Credit!
Congratulations /o
Marie McMahon,
Honda Award Nominee
V
{ \ofv i/jc/t's yo/ny io foo£jneai }on a resume.
Every year, the Honda Awards Program reeognizes the top collegiate women athletes in each of eleven NCAA sports While you may recall hearing about the fourteen 1995-96 winners of this award, you may not have known about vm.r1
yuur school’s other
nominees. They are also at the top of their individual sports, and provide inspiration and motivation to other 
female athletes all over the country. For this distinction, a $1,000 donation will be made to the general scholarship 
fund of each of their schools. And this should most likely add to an already impressive performance record.
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Murder Mystery 
DINNER!!!!
"Murder at an I risk Wake"
Thursday, April 17th 
Barnsider Restaurant 
only $15!!!
Pick up tickets in the B.O.P. office
Spend a summer in Quebec!!
Earn 10-11 credits over 
the summer at 
Laval University 
in Quebec, Canada
If interested in this 5 week program 
come to an infomation meeting on: 
Thursday, April 17 7:00pm 
Feinstein Room 212P.S.O Leadership Applications:If you are interested in getting more involved with the Pastoral Service Organization, feel free to pick up a chairperson application and sign up for an interview in the P.S.O. office, Slavin 211.
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY NOON 
ON MONDAY, APRIL 14TH
Attention Seniors!
*NEVER ENDING* 
SPRING BREAK
Friday, April 11 th 
5pm-9pm 
Slavin Lawnle ets''si* at* Tlx on sale 
in Slavin
B.O.P. Presents...
Olde Cyme Photos
Tuesday, April 15th 
10am-2pm 
at Sidelines 
$1 per person
sranenr spring 
porrepy s-queThursday flpril 24th9:30am-2:30prn Lower §lavin
Come and support our PC art students!
GYRO FEST '97
Thursday, April 17th 
Slavin Lawn
1 lam-3pmGreek Music’- Gr,
All Profits for the Hellenic 
Cardiac Fund for children
lek Food!
r Attention Class of 1997
Photo Drop Offs for the 
COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
are now in progresshi
When: April 15,16,17 
Time: 10:30am-l:30pm 
Where: Lower Slavin
Don't forget to put your name on each photo 
and a self-adressed stamped envelope
_______for Ute return of j^ourjphotos.
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Providence College 
Community 
Blood Drives
Wednesday, April 16th 
9:00am-2:00pm 
Thursday April 17th
ll:00am-5:00pm 
'64 Hall
All Donors will receive a 
certificate courtesy of 
Stickyfingers !
You can donate blood if you: 
Are in good health 
Are 17 years or older 
Weigh over 110 pounds
Have not given blood in 8 weeks
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
IT'S A WONDERFUL 
TOWN!!!
JOIN THE ART DEPARTMENT 
TRIP TO NEW YORK CITY!!
Bus leaves Huxley Gates at 7:30 am
Meet at St. Patrick’s Cathedral at 6:00pm
SATURDAY, APRIL 12TH 
$10 BUS FARE
SIGN UP IN THE SECRETARY’S OFFICE,
ART DEPARTMENT, HUNT-CAVANUAGH
"97
Saturday, April 19th 
'64 Hall 
7:00pm- 1:00am
ffommcej
TREE MEEET
• KCTNOTE 5FMKCRJ
Music by Rolling Thunder
Contact Gloria Anglon at x3314 
Presented by LASO and 
Amigos Unidos
Cdap Cain's Comer
TWILIGHT'RETREAT 
-THESE) Ay, AERIL 15TN 
- 9PM-12EM
-yELLOA Mouse on eaTon street 
-CALL X2216 OR STP By SLAVIN 211 TO
SIGNUP
GROTTO MASS
-SUNDAy, APRIL 27TM 
-4:30 PM
-PARBEQUE TO JOLLOyV!
TUTORS NEEDED!Volunteers are needed to tutor High School Mathematics 
Afterschool and close by
If interested, please call Sarah or 
Kirsten at x2440
B.t).P Presents...
CLAM JAM
Friday, April 25th 
6pin-12am 
Featuring...
BUFFALO TOM and MORGAN'S TALE 
Food and Beer with PC ID
B.O.P. Movie
Come see your favorite 
boyfriend TOM CRUISE 
in
JERRY MAGUIRE
Sunday, April 12th 
'64 Hall
7:30pm & 10pm 
$2
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Who’s your favorite 
Disney villain?
Joy Mazzola '99, Shannon Cullinane '99, Amy Shuman '99
"Gaston because he's the only one that drinks beer!!!"
Brian Matthews '98
"The parrot from 'Aladdin' because he does not take any crap from 
anyone!!!"
John McKegney '00 & Bill Walsh '00
"Captain Hook because he's the 'captain'!!"
Jen Matthews '97 & Shannon Coleman '97
"Cruella DeVil without a doubt!”
Kerry MacDonald '99 & Eileen Dimaio '00
"Cruella DeVil because she's so damn ugly!"
Darlene Bartlett '99, Stephanie Deering '99 & 
Erin Moore '99
"Scar because he can't feel the love tonight."
Joe Fornier '98, Andrea Mastellone '98,
Beth Gregory '98 & Pat Salvato '98
"Gaston because every inch of his body is covered with hair like 
Pat!"
Matty & Rizzo: "Scrooge because he reminds us of PC financial aid!'
Kevin McNamara '99 & Tim Bercury '99
"Minnie- she’s always sexually teasing Mickey!" .
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Cheerio A Womb Writer's
by Sarah Valente '99
Features Writer Cramp
I’ve never been a big phone 
person. I mean, I’ll talk on the 
phone but I’d rather talk to some­
one face to face. But that tends to 
be somewhat hard when the per­
son I want to talk to is in another 
state, or even in another time zone.
I know people whose long distance 
is shut off every month because 
they either have a lot of friends 
who they talk to often, or they talk 
to one person all the time. I al­
ways prided myself on having a 
phone bill under $30, however I 
seem to have joined the privileged 
few whose accounts are currently 
approaching their credit limit.
I started the year with what I 
thought was a fool proof plan. My 
parents usually call me, so I don’t 
have to worry about that. But talk­
ing to my sister, who is only in 
Boston, tended to cost me about 
$20 a month. So, we decided to 
take turns with the calls, rotating 
each weekend. That seemed to 
work well, and still does, unless I 
decide to call for no reason, which 
is usually not a problem because 
she’s never home. But somewhere 
around mid-March my wonderful 
plan fell apart and I’m left hold­
ing a $70 phone bill. And I have 
no one to blame but myself. I 
guess I just have a hard time say­
ing good-bye.
Whenever I think I’ve been on 
the phone for a long time I always 
remember one conversation I had 
that lasted 6 hours, and I figure two 
or three hours isn’t that bad. Of 
course the 6 hours didn’t cost me 
anything because I was home and 
it was a local call. But I don’t think 
it would have mattered if it was 
long distance because the person 
on the other end was worth it. And 
this very point is the basis of my 
new outlook on talking on the 
phone. If the person you are talk­
ing to is worth .25 a minute, then 
you should talk as long as you 
want. Don’t worry, AT&T will 
make sure every minute is ac­
counted for!
This article is dedicated to ev­
eryone who I haven’t called lately 
and probably should, but espe­
cially one person who has com­
pletely changed my phone talking 
habits. Suddenly two and three 
hour conversations seem too short 
and hanging up gets harder each 
time. But I always know that I’ll 
hang up with a big smile on my 
face!• •«•••••••••• • • • • •
• Thought of •
• the Week ;
• Everyone suffersI
Z wrongs for I
: which there are I
• no remedy. ’
• - Edgar Watson Howe •>t>«
with a 
View
by Patrick Canole '97
Features Writer
“Yes, can I help you?”
“Hello, I have a 5:30 appoint­
ment with my Creativity. We’re 
supposed to be working on my ar­
ticle for this week.”
“Ah, yes. Well, I’m sorry but 
he’s gone home for the day.”
“Oh, I see. Is there anyone else 
I could meet with?”
“Hmm, let’s see.. .someone to 
help you with an article. Your Lust 
is free, but he’s on the banned list. 
Would you like to meet with Com­
plaints?”
“No, I don’t really feel like 
whining this week. Besides, 
people are probably pretty sick of 
me talking about interviews and 
such.”
“Probably.”
“Is my Intellect free?”
“No, he’s working on papers 
right now. Would you be able to 
come back tomorrow? I’m sure 
we could reschedule.”
“No, I think Lori*would hurt 
me.”
“Couldn’t you write an article 
without any help from someone up 
here?”
“What would I write about?”
“You could write a nice article 
about going to Mass.”
“Nah, already done that. What 
else you got?”
“How about the riots on Eaton 
Street after the basketball game?”
“I think Shaggy would be the 
only person who could really do 
that topic justice.”
“You could write about the 
problems you’ve encountered with 
Res. Life or the mail service on 
campus.”
“I’m writing an article, not a 
book.”
“Why not just pick a topic to 
write about at random as a vehicle 
for some of that witty social com­
mentary you’re known for?”
“Am I known for that?”
“Not really. I was just trying 
to boost your confidence. Actu­
ally, the consensus seems to be that 
your writing isn’t usually relevant 
to anything. Why not string to­
gether a bunch of your e-mail mes­
sages again?”
“I was going to do that for next 
week.”
“You did pretty good in your 
Oscar picks. Why not write some­
thing about movies?”
“Sablone doesn’t like me to 
write about A&E stuff unless it’s
going in the A&E section.”
“Well, if he gives you any crap,
kick his ass.”
“I don’t want to graduate on 
bad terms with any of my friends. 
I might have to call in a few fa­
vors someday.”
“You could write about all the 
things you could do with a politi­
cal science degree.”
“Umm...”
“Your plans for graduation?”
“Umm...”
“Well, there’s nothing really I 
can do for you here. You’re go­
ing to have to come up with some­
thing on your own.”
“Can I make an article out of 
this conversation?”
“No. Get out of my face.”
[‘‘You’re going to have mail 
lost for that comment on the postal 
service. ”
"I know. ”
“Are you sure you did enough 
name dropping?"
“Seriously. ”
“All that white space is going 
to look ridiculous. ”
“I know. The italics are prob­
ably going to be pretty annoying 
too. ”
“Is this little bit at the end re­
ally necessary or are you just try­
ing to stretch out your article a 
bit?"
“I don't know. I’m just amus­
ing myself at this point. ”
"You can stop anytime now. ”
“I know. ”
“ You know, everybody knows 
you 're not really hearing voices in 
your head. ”
“So what?"
“So, you ’re just being silly at 
this point. ”
"Yup. ”]
Summer
Session
1997
Session I: May27-June26 Session II: June 30 -July 31
Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in business, education, history, 
accelerated languages, science, women’s studies, technology and more
• Weekend and certificate courses
• Travel and learn courses in the U.S. and abroad
• High school students and visiting students welcome
• Continuing Education courses available
UN IVERSITY 
The Catholic University in New Jersey-Founded in 1856 • 400 South Orange Ave., South Orange, NJ 07079 • http://www.shu.edu 
CALL (201) 761-9363 FOR A SUMMER CATALOG
or e-mail summercat@lanmail.shu.edu
by Ellen Mastrostefano '99
Features Writer
I became a member of the 
newspaper staff at the end of the 
second semester of my freshman 
year. At that time, I was just get­
ting used to the rigorous manner 
of college life. The dust was fi­
nally settling and I was adjusting 
well, except for one factor. In my 
hastiness to get things done, I had 
managed to leave out any time for 
myself to simply put the pen to the 
paper and just write. Write about 
what, you ask? Anything and ev­
erything, for no one else but my­
self.
Ever since I learned the proper 
way to hold a writing implement 
(something which my roommate 
still has not mastered), I have been 
able to express my own hidden 
intensity which is frequently 
masked by my quiet nature. My 
family has often spotted me carry­
ing around different-colored note­
books, jotting down little things 
that pop into my head. However,
Sometimes the article seems to write 
itself or sometimes it is as if I 
would have an easier time to
describe nuclear physics.
with my academic schedule man­
aged around Statistics help ses­
sions and lab, I often find myself 
in a blank state with no motivation 
to do anything but take a nap. How 
could I gain back the bounce in my 
step?
With that, I decided to apply for 
a position on the staff. The Fea­
tures section gave me the freedom 
to write about anything my little 
heart desired. Plus, I was obliged 
to make myself sit down and write 
(no matter how much I didn’t feel 
like it). At first, I made sure every 
article 1 wrote was a masterpiece, 
seeing that it was going to be pub­
lished. I soon got over that phase,
though, as does everyone else. 
You have to understand that some 
of your articles will be better than 
others. Along the same lines, 
some people will agree with what 
you are saying and some will not. 
That’s fine. That’s terrific ( it 
would be a pretty boring world if 
we all agreed with each other). 
Just as long as we respect one an­
other, that’s the clincher.
So, now you will find that I 
have penned in the words “write 
article” on my weekly things-to- 
dolist. My feelings towards these 
words vary on any given day. This 
is based on the pure fact that some­
times the article seems to write it­
self or sometimes it is as if I would 
have had an easier time trying to 
describe nuclear physics. To ame­
liorate this situation, I try to keep 
a handle on my various (and often 
frivolous) ideas by keeping a pad 
and pencil near my bed at night. I 
do have to say, however, that it is 
just plain weird to hear other 
people talking about what you 
have written. Feedback is one of
the unexpected rewards of being 
on the staff, especially if it is posi­
tive feedback.
This little article is a slapdash 
attempt to put you, the reader, in 
the author’s point of view. Unfor­
tunately, people don’t understand 
the amount of work it takes to pro­
duce a large-scale finished prod­
uct. This can be applied to not only 
The Cowl, but to various clubs and 
sports around the campus. So, get 
involved and take pride in what 
you do.
P.S.- I may not write the “Great 
American Novel”, but at least I 
held your attention for a few min­
utes.
YEARBOOK
NEEDS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
The Student Lite section of the yearbook is now receiving photographs to be used in 
this year’s edition. If you would like to contribute any photographs that fit the categories 
below, please write your name and home mailing address, a brief description of the 
person(s) and event in the photo, and “Student Life” on the back of each and leave 
them in the drop-off box on the left as you enter the yearbook office (Slavin 102)
(or, if the door is locked, put them through the mail slot) as soon as possible. 
Photographs will be returned.
Stags
Dormitory Living
Faith and Service 
Off Campus Living 
Apartment Living 
St. Patrick’s Day 
Blind Date Balls
Spring Break 1996 (i.e., last year s)
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The Soul of 
A Scientist
by Jason D'Accioli '00
Features Writer
A close friend of mine once 
asked what had possessed me to 
become a chemistry major. The 
answer was easy— I told him I 
found it interesting, and I thought 
it was fun. My friend, though, 
couldn’t see where I was coming 
from, so he checked my eyes to see 
if they were glassy from having 
smoked.something. After deter­
mining that no, I wasn’t on drugs, 
he made a comment at which I 
took great offense: he said, “I’ll 
never be able to understand why a 
person would want to spend the 
rest of their life crunching num­
bers. I really can’t see how, or why, 
you get so excited by it. Ijust don’t 
see a point to any of it.” I never 
really discussed it any further with 
him, since he had pretty much 
made up his mind as to how he felt. 
Thedisturbingthing is, he isn’t the 
only person I’ve encountered who 
feels that way. But why? What is 
it about the word “scientist” that 
makes so many people think of 
someone totally devoid of emo­
tion? What is it about the word 
“scientist” that makes so many 
people think of someone without 
passion, someone whose only in­
Don't Worry, 
Be Happy
by Ali Fallon '98
Features Writer
Some people are never happy. 
It docs not matter what the situa­
tion is, or how it is resolved, they 
will never be anything other than 
completely miserable. We have all 
encountered these “Scrooge-like” 
people on one occasion or another. 
But, what’s funny is that there are 
some situations which bring out 
this feeling of never being satis­
fied in nearly every single one of 
us.
For example, we have all ex­
perienced those mornings when it 
would be worth your right arm and 
first born to be able to stay in bed. 
But, that 8:30 class, the one with 
the mandatory attendance policy, 
makes you drag yourself out of 
bed. As you stumble to class, in a 
zombie-like state with your eyes 
hall shut, all you keep thinking is 
how it is going to be absolute tor­
ture to have to listen to a fifty 
minute lecture. When you walk 
into your class, like a dream come 
true, there is a piece of white pa­
per taped to the chalk board. It 
reads, “Professor So and So’s 
classes have been canceled for to­
day”. Instead of being happy about 
the situation though, you turn to 
the first person that you see and 
start complaining about how you 
wouldn’t have had to have gotten 
up at all if you knew that it was 
canceled, or how you would have 
gone out the night before if you 
knew you weren’t going to have 
class, or how the teacher shouldn’t 
be so strict about attendance if they 
don’t show up one day. Well, you 
get my point. So, you end up 
spending time that you could use
terest is in complex mathematical 
formulas and humorless disci­
pline? What is it about the word 
scientist that makes so many 
people think, “Here’s someone 
who can’t appreciate beauty?” I 
really don’t know why people feel 
this way, but I’ve tried very hard 
to understand.
To those who say scientists are 
“number crunchers,” I say that 
numbers are only a fraction of 
what a scientist does. Math merely 
helps to bring a feeling of order to 
something that would otherwise 
seem chaotic. Il is a way of giving
1, as a scientist can feel the glory and awe 
that is inherent in a sunset....can fathom the 
beauty in the lines of Hawthorne, 
Emerson, and Wordsworth.
life to abstract ideas— and that is 
what science is all about. Those 
individuals who can study and 
“master” science are able to appre­
ciate the raw complexity of life in 
a way many people can’t. They can 
probe nature and literally marvel 
at how it achieves it’s aesthetic 
beauty, how the structure of a mol- 
ecule can effect the color of a 
flower, and how the physics of
to go home and back to bed, or to 
do homework, or even to grab 
breakfast in Alumni complaining 
about something that you are ac­
tually happy about. If the teacher 
had been in class, you would be 
struggling to pay attention and 
longing to crawl back into your 
bed. But, rather than be happy that 
you can actually do this, you just 
complain about having gotten up 
at all. Would you rather have 
class?
Another situation which fre­
quently disgruntles people, regard­
less of the conditions, is the 
weather When it is cold out 
people complain that they can’t 
wait until it gets warmer out. 
Then, when it actually does get 
warmer they complain that it is too 
hot out and that they can’t wait for 
it to cool down. But hey, wait a 
second, weren’t they just com­
plaining that it was too cold out 
and dying for the heat? Hmm, a 
slight contradiction there.
Well, anyway, I guess that old 
saying ’’The grass is always 
greener on the other side of the 
fence” is appropriate in situations 
like these. It is the same as per­
sonal characteristics, you always 
want what you don’t have and 
needlessly complain to anyone 
who will listen about it. While this 
complaining won’t accomplish 
anything, it just makes people feel 
better. Who knows why ? Tall 
people want to be shorter, short 
people want to be taller. People 
with curly hair wish theirs was 
straight, while people with straight 
hair wish theirs was curly. The 
glass can be either half full or half 
empty, the choice is up to you!
defraction creates a prism’s rain­
bow. Indeed, the grand scale of the 
entire universe can be broken 
down to particles that can’t be seen 
with the naked eye. And that re­
quires passion.
To those who say scientists are 
humorless, I say that many of them 
have the best sense of humor 
imaginable. Science, to twist an 
old saying, is never an exact sci­
ence; it is frustrating and exceed­
ingly complex. A good sense of 
humor is a built-in defense mecha­
nism— its what helps a scientist 
to keep his sanity when facing in­
tense problems.
To those who say scientists are 
people who can’t appreciate 
beauty, I, as a scientist, would like 
to offer up some proof to the con­
trary. For I, as a scientist, can feel 
the glory and awe that is inherent 
in a sunset. I, as a scientist, can 
fathom the beauty in the lines of 
Hawthorne, Emerson, and 
Wordsworth. I, as a scientist, can 
feel the pain that comes with the 
loss of a loved one. And I, as a sci­
entist, can sec that there are many 
others who feel the same way I do.
During my very short time on 
this earth, I have been lucky 
enough to have met some of the 
most warm and sensitive people a 
man could cVcr hope to, and many 
of them were scientists. My short 
time at Providence College has 
opened up to me a whole new 
world of people with feelings, 
thoughts, and talents that not only 
make them astute scientists, but 
full, real, and passionate people as 
well. So I hope that my luck lasts, 
and that I will continue to meet 
people like those I’ve been blessed 
to meet so far. Because for every 
one of them I meet, I can offer my 
friend another good reason why he
is wrong. Need Advice? Bring letters to Tlte Cowl in Slavin 104.
Ice Cream or 
Yogurt Cake 
Serves 8-10 people 
For any special 
occasion 
$20. 00 delivered
CcM/865-2758 
for datively!
H CD
Welcome Class of 2001 — We have great ice cream all the time!!!
Your
Friendly
Friar
Help me Friendly Friar,
As you know, it’s Blind Date Ball season. In keeping with BDB 
tradition, I asked a certain young man to go with my roommate (at her 
suggestion, of course). Problem? I’ve had a crush on Mr. BDB date for 
months. I just don’t happen to be one of those people who screams from 
the rooftops every time I have a crush. When my roommate asked me to 
ask for her, I figured out that ! had already been set up with someone 
other than my crush. Apparently, my more-that-dense roommate had 
not picked up on my hints about my preference of BDB date. At first I 
figured it would be fun to at least be able to hang out with my crush at 
the BDB even if! wasn’t with him but know that it’s crunch time, thoughts 
like ‘‘Die, roomie!,” cross my mind every time I see her. This isn’t 
doing good things for our room karma. Please help me in my hour of 
need, Av you can see, this is a very bad situation.
signed,
BDB Blues
Dear Blues,
Hasn’t anyone ever told 
you not to stress about ANY­
THING before a big date? You’re 
gonna break out, girlfriend! So 
take a deep breath and chill out. 
Down to business. Unfortunately, 
the damage is done so all you can 
do now is grin and bear it. Hope­
fully I can help you feel a little 
better so that you don’t have to 
“bear” quite as much. Okay, so 
your roommate’s not the sharpest 
knife in the drawer and she didn’t 
pick up on your hints. We know 
now that you’re going to have to 
send some head-smacking hints to 
this chick for next year’s BDB. 
Whatever you do, please don’t 
ditch your betrothed date. That is 
quite possibly the crudest thing 
you could do at this point aside 
from acting on the thoughts you’re 
having about your roomy. Be­
sides, if your date has said yes to 
going with you, there very well 
may be a budding romance there 
(nudge, nudge, wink, wink). As 
for letting your roommate in on the 
big secret, I wouldn’t say anything 
for now. When and how you do 
tell her depends on a few things: 
A) how close the two of you are.
ltv lower SlcrcCw Center□ L Brownie 
Sundaes.
B) whether or not anything devel­
ops between them. C) whether or 
not anything develops between 
you and your date and finally, 
Djwhether or not anything devel­
ops with you and your crush (re­
member, that would be later on 
down the road, NOT at the BDB). 
Just a bit of advance warning, if 
something should develop be­
tween your roomy and your crush 
on the night of the BDB, don’t say 
anything to her about your “true 
feelings.” Trust me on this one 
sweetie, it would only cause a huge 
ruckus. If they were meant to be 
together, you and he were not. If 
they weren’t meant to be together, 
you’ll have your chance again 
soon.
So there it is. Take it or 
leave it. I hope I’ve made it a little 
easier for you to sleep in the same 
room as your temporary arch rival. 
May your BDB be fun-filled and 
worry-free. Just relax and enjoy 
yourself. The rest will take care 
of itself.
Just like your Mom’s advice, 
Friendly Friar
Free on and < 
deh
**65-2758 J
Shakes’-
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Five Airports in Four Hours: 
A Spring Break Experience
by Erin R. King '98
News Editor
While other classmates were 
going to Birmingham, Cancun, 
Florida, and the like, I was headed 
for exotic Columbus, Ohio. Okay, 
so that really isn’t all that far away 
— one would think it relatively 
easy to fly out there. (Author 
laughs.)
Okay. My traveling compan­
ion and I arrive at T.F. Green air­
port at 1:00 pm. We have to fly 
from Providence to New York, and 
then from New York to Columbus 
on American Airlines. T.F. Green 
is a very nice, clean airport; a na­
tive Rhode Islander shared that it 
has recently been renovated. We 
wait. I buy stuff. A bottle of wa­
ter, iced tea, a newspaper. Wait 
some more. I start getting nervous 
about flying since the last time I 
flew was 3 years ago, and it was 
from New York to Paris on TWA 
and — I’m not kidding here, I still 
have the ticket stub — it was Flight 
800. So, in order to curb my fears, 
I buy some chocolate.
We get on the plane. It’s really, 
really small. It’s a Saab. I begin 
to wish our flight attendant could
FORD
WHEN THE CARS ARE THIS HIP,
^HE HEADLINE CAN BE LAME
2_______
Anyone enrolled in graduate school or who has or will graduate from an accredited four-year college, | 
junior college, community college, nursing school or trade school with an undergraduate or graduate <i degree!
between.October 1, 1995 and January 3, 1998 is eligible forjhe cash rebate_when you take"retaii delivery 
from January 4. 1997 thru January 3, 1998. Qualified buyers from Ford Credit are restricted to pre-approved 
-•■•-'W credit on purchases only up to $18,000 or MSRP whichever is lower. Residency reSojWPP  ^
— and 1998 Ford cars, light trucks and minivans are eligible. See dealer for additional details1997
go over that oxygen mask thing 
just one more time.
The plane eventually takes off, 
and my knuckles return to their 
natural color. We fly over a Hoot­
ers.
After 40 minutes in the air, we 
land at John F. Kennedy Interna­
tional Airport. It’s not nearly as 
nice as it should be. It’s actually 
kind of depress­
ing, especially 
since the sandwich 
cart lady didn’t 
have any more 
sandwiches.
Some sort of 
MTV Real World- 
esque crew was 
following around 
some oh-so-cool- 
twenty-some- 
things. They were 
going to Dallas- 
Fort Worth. I 
don’t know how 
anyone could 
stand being stared 
at all the time in
public just because they are ac­
companied by a camera crew.
We get in line to board another 
small plane. The American Air-
lines guy looks at the ticket of the 
older woman in front of me and 
asks her to “give him five minutes” 
and sit off to the side. “Give me 
five minutes,” he says.
Funny, why are our names 
circled? I give my ticket to the 
man. “Give me five minutes,” he 
says, motioning to the seats to the 
right. Two more people are asked
Providence- 
JFK International
beverage
1/2 can of diet coke
snacfc^
pretzels(small bag)
LaGuardia- tomato juice roasted peanuts
Pittsburgh (full can) (4 bags)
Pittsburgh- Chardonnay Pepperidge Farms
Columbus Distinctive Cookies
to wait.
So now the American Airlines 
guy has 25 minutes. He tells us 
that there is only one seat left. The
lady by herself says, “I have an 
emergency!” and she goes to the 
gate. Okay, I guess she gets it.
Madness ensues. Lots of 
swearing. Long story short, we 
have to go on the next flight to Co­
lumbus, except it is on US Air, and 
it leaves LaGuardia at 6:55. It is 
now 6:30.
The American Airlines people 
give us each a $150 
flight voucher and a 
$40 food voucher to 
use at LaGuardia on 
the Sbarro pizza 
they ordered us, to 
be picked up at the 
gate. Seems too 
good to be true. We 
have to take a cab to 
the other airport.
The cabbie says 
right off, “I don’t 
know how we’re 
going to get there. 
It’s 12 miles —if it 
was after 11:00, I 
could do it...” But 
he seems deter­
mined. We put our lives in his 
hands.
Eventually we arrive. My com­
panion starts running. I attempt to
jog. The other couple is of retire­
ment age, so I figure I can prob­
ably cause a scene to hold the plane 
until they get there.
I continue “running” with my 
big heavy backpack. I turn the 
corner, and see my companion in 
the distance, picking his bag up off 
the ground. I wonder why it was 
on the ground. Whoa, the floor is 
slanting beneath my feet, my back­
pack is doing something funny, oh 
no, I’m losing balance, knees are 
bending, bending, equilibrium is 
failing, failing...
Damn. I’m suddenly on the 
ground. Wow, LaGuardia is a re­
ally nice airport. There are so 
many people around. This group 
of 20 or 30 high-school age people 
are looking at me. Some are laugh­
ing. Some just look utterly con­
fused. So I give them the finger 
(no time to lecture them on the 
rudeness of staring) and continue 
on my way.
Arrive at the US Air gate. The 
TV screen behind the counter says 
“6:55 Columbus, Ohio: Board­
ing.” Deep breath. Wail in line.
Suddenly the sign changes. It 
says “Departed.” Madness ensues, 
once again. The US Air people 
(they were so pleasant, and so 
helpful) arrange for us to take the 
7:10 flight to Pittsburgh, and then 
a flight to Columbus. The kicker: 
they gave us first class from Pitts­
burgh to Columbus.
This plane was really nice. 
There was a little boy sitting with 
his mom across the aisle. The 
flight attendant gave him some US 
Air wings. Then she looked at us- 
tired, angry, miserable-and gave 
us wings too.
Just after we took off, the pilot 
announced that the comet was vis­
ible out the right windows.
Pittsburgh was a nice airport. 
There was a “Wilson’s Suede and 
Leather” store, and a McDonald’s. 
We still had our $40 food voucher.
It’s really, really hard to spend 
$40 at McDonald’s. We Super­
sized, Extra Valued, and cleaned 
out the McDonaldLand cookies. 
We only spent $25. But with all 
the Monopoly pieces, I won two 
soft serve cones and a hamburger.
First class is cool. Not only do 
they put your tickets in a better- 
quality folder thingy, they serve 
better snacks. Cocktails are free. 
The leather seats are so smushy, 
my feet didn’t reach the floor. My 
seat protruded so much into the 
aisle, I felt compelled to apologize 
to the proletarians who had to 
squeeze by to get to Coach.
“Are there any beverages I can 
get you right after takeoff?” the 
flight attendant asked. Taking ad­
vantage of the situation, I asked 
what wine selections they had on 
that flight. Being trigger-happy 
just three weeks after my 21st 
birthday, I ordered a glass of 
Chardonnay. Just after takeoff, we 
got our beverages, and then we 
were offered snacks from a silver 
metal tray. I chose the Pepperidge 
Farms Distinctive Milano Cook­
ies.
The rest of the flight was un­
eventful. At least my trip wasn’t 
anything like that of the Ohio State 
students who were in their third 
day of waiting for their charter 
flight to Cancun. There were a few 
kids playing guitars.
I guess the moral of the story 
is, it’s okay if you get shafted by 
airlines because they have so much 
money that they have no problem 
giving a couple of Joe Schmoes 
vouchers, McDonald’s, and First 
Class just to shut us up.
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A Touch of Fiction 
Feigned Confidence
Sleep
Depravation
by Lori D. McCrevan 99
Features Editor
I wanted to convince myself 
that I did not see her curled under 
her covers, crying to herself. I just 
talked to her and she was fine. She 
told me that she was going to 
watch her favorite show and then 
come over. I thought nothing of it. 
Now I knew that surprising her 
was not a good idea. The melting 
ice cream now seemed like a stu­
pid anecdote. The movie, a roman­
tic tear-jerker, was even worse, I 
watched her. She tried to dry her 
tears, hoping that I would not see 
them. I did.
“What flavor did you get?” she 
asked, emerging from the comfort 
of her covers.
“Chocolate,” I said. “With 
M&M’s on the side.”
She smiled, but I knew that ev­
erything was not okay.
“How was the show?” I asked, 
noticing that the TV was on.
“It was a repeat.”
I held her hand as we watched 
the movie, but there was no sensa­
tion. Her hand felt limp in mine, 
but I still held on. I longed to talk 
to her, but I had long since learned 
that talking during a movie was to 
her a mortal sin. I watched her 
more than the movie, and she just 
stared at the TV. Her eyes were 
fixed on the screen, but I knew that 
she did not see what was happen­
ing. She was somewhere else, and
Wish I Was 
There...
by Kate Fournier '99
Features Writer
The Cowl will most likely be
packed with spring break related 
articles this week. I suppose that I 
could be original and not write 
about spring break, but for once I 
have decided to surrender and con­
form to the masses. However, I 
am putting a special twist on the 
normal vacation story by compos­
ing my own little Top Ten List en­
titled, “The Ten Greatest Things 
about Florida”
10) The speed limit is 70 mph, al­
lowing the average 20 year-old 
motorist to approach warp speed 
without worrying about those 
pesky flashing blue lights in the 
rearview mirror.
9) The free orange and grapefruit 
juice at the Florida Visitor’s Cen­
ter. Very refreshing after nineteen 
straight hours of driving. Did I 
mention that it’s free??
8) Lots of wildlife. No, I do not 
mean the parly scene. What are 
you thinking?
7) A chance to sleep. Seriously, in 
a state where the population is pri­
marily made up of people over the 
age of 65, naps are THE afternoon 
activity. Of course, if you don’t 
get up until the afternoon anyway, 
it really makes no difference at all.
6) Ponce de Leon’s famous Foun­
tain of Youth in St. Augustine. For 
the amazingly low price of $4.50 
you can get a paper cup of sulfu-
I was not invited to join her. 
“Mel, what’s wrong?” I asked
as soon as the last scene closed. 
“Nothing,” she said stubbornly
and flipped the channels on the TV. 
“Really?” I pried.
“I’m fat.”
“No you’re not,” I told her. 
“I’m not a good teacher,” she
tried.
“The kids love you,” I coun­
tered.
“I have no friends.”
“You went out with the girls last
night,” I reasoned.
“I hate my life.”
“No you don’t.”
I could see that she hated life
today, but I feared that this had 
been going on for quite some time. 
It scared me. She was the one that 
loved her job, had all the friends, 
and told me that I should eat more. 
She was the one that gave me the 
confidence to apply for the intern­
ship that I never thought I could 
get. She taught me how to prepare 
for the interview, what to wear, and 
how to smile and look sincere. She 
taught me that I could be someone, 
or anyone.
“Mel, smile for me,” I asked. 
She smiled like she would
smile when she was with all her 
friends. It was the same smile that 
told me that she loved me. It was 
the same smile that accompanied 
the news of the day. It was the 
smile that she always used. She 
could convince anyone that it was 
okay. She convinced me.
rous smelling water guaranteed to 
keep you young (probably because 
of the chemicals in it that cause 
stunted growth).
5) Shuftleboard. This last-paced, 
emotionally exhausting test in arm 
elasticity is something sorely over­
looked by our generation. For 
those who are too lazy for hop­
scotch.
4) The Tower of Terror in Disney’s 
MGM Studios. An exhilarating 
13-story vertical drop in an eleva­
tor. Not to be confused with Provi­
dence College’s rival attraction: 
The McVinney Tower of Terror.
3) The Gulf of Mexico. Nothing 
beats swimming in 70 degree,
The Denim 
Warehouse
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$6
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New260 Pine St, Pawtucket, RI 02860 
(401) 727 3200
“So what do you want to do 
now?” she asked avoiding the fact 
that I could finally read into her.
“Talk,” I told her.
“It’s late. You have to work to­
morrow.”
She kissed me quickly and 
moved towards the door. I did not 
follow.
“I can’t talk right now,” she said 
like a spoiled child.
“You have to talk to me some­
time.”
“Later.”
“Can I believe you?” I asked. 
“I promise,” she said.
The tears were returning in her
eyes. She didn’t try to smile at me. 
“Can I ask you one thing?” She
nodded.
“Why?” I asked.
“You don’t know what it is 
like,” she said. “They all want me 
to be something, but they never 
taught me to be anything.”
Her parents had a vision of her 
better life, but they never told her 
about it until she strayed from it. 
They were too self-involved to 
realize that the last of their daugh­
ters needed help or love,both. She 
was the one that would suffer for 
not abiding to their dreams. It was 
clear that she needed me more than 
I ever dreamed of needing her. She 
was he one that taught me about 
myself, yet she hated herself. She 
made everyone believe that she 
was happy with her choices. I 
never saw how lonely she was; she 
smiled too much.
blue-green water while 
New England and Provi­
dence College get blasted 
with ice storms.
2) Mickey Mouse. What 
good would a Top Ten 
List about DisneyWorld 
be without the most lov­
able cartoon character in 
the world? (From per­
sonal experience, it is to­
tally worth it to stand for 
fifty minutes in a line to 
hug Mickey)
1) My Nana and Pop, who spend 
most of the year in sunny Bonita 
Springs and who so generously let 
my friends and 1 overrun their 
house.
by Brian Kenney '99
Features Writer
Sleep is a valuable commodity 
in college. Students can never get 
enough, and the few times they do, 
they still complain.
When we were young, going to 
sleep was awful. We would throw 
tantrums when our parents made 
us go to bed. In an act of revenge 
we would wake up at 6:00 on a 
Saturday morning and jump on 
their bed, shouting and screaming 
like only a kid can.
Somewhere along the line that 
energy and hatred for sleep tapered 
off when we became teenagers. 
There was now a new appreciation 
for the comfort and restfulness of 
sleep. That bowl of Cheerios at 
6:00 in the morning was replaced 
with a late brunch at 1:00 in the 
afternoon.
As students here at Providence 
College, everyone tells us that we 
are in the prime of our life; and 
should be vibrant and energetic. 
That looks great on paper, but falls 
apart in reality. The yearning for
Even the best of teachers needs 
to be taught a lesson. She needed 
to learn what confidence was all 
about. She needed to learn that 
love was more than watching me 
achieve my dreams. She seemed 
to have overlooked the fact that I 
could love her even if she was un­
happy. Now she was the one that
Corner
’by Yvonne M. Arsenault '99
iFeatures Writer
With the end of the school year
in sight, you are running out of 
time to do things that you should 
definitely do once a year and 
sometime in your time at Provi­
dence College. Now is the perfect 
time to do some of these things if 
you have not already done them 
because the sun is shining brightly, 
the temperature is up and you can 
count the number of weeks left on 
one hand. So, what are these 
things that every college student 
at PC should do? Read on and the 
answers will unfold.,..
Being that Providence College 
is Catholic, one of the most unique 
things that a student here can ex­
perience is going to Mass given by 
one of the Dominican Friars. 
There is something different about 
going to Mass here than at home. 
The Dominicans are talking to us 
and their sermons are geared to­
wards us and not to a parish filled 
with people of all ages. Also, it is 
really neat to go to Mass at 10:30 
at night with other students your 
own age, knowing that you are all 
there because you want to, not be­
cause your parents dragged you. 
All the Masses have a slightly dif­
ferent feel depending on the chapel 
and the priest, but attending one is 
something which I would highly 
suggest as a must before leaving 
Providence College. But if you 
really want a unique experience, 
go to the Grotto Mass on April 
27th. This Mass in outside, in the 
grotto and if it is a nice day, it is a 
great experience.
Speaking of the grotto, another 
thing that you must do while at PC 
rtf:: \ ‘
a good night’s rest is still as strong 
as when we were teens. The dif­
ference now is the amount of work 
and social obligations. Students 
spend the whole week trying to get 
by and finish all their work. On 
the weekends we party and try 
unsuccessfully to make up for our 
lost hours of sleep. This cycle re­
peats itself over and over every 
week. There are no longer enough 
hours in a day to do everything that 
we need and desire. Students are 
forced to sacrifice sleep to try to 
get everything accomplished. This 
leaves the student with a hangover 
that lasts too long and a need to 
relax those eyes strained from 
reading. Instead of being ener­
getic, we spend the prime of our 
life thinking about when we can 
take our next nap.
The scary thing is that if we 
can’t sleep now, what is going to 
happen when we have a career, get 
married, and have a family? I 
guess that’s when we turn into the 
moody, coffee addicted parents 
that we know and love.
needed to believe in herself. I 
couldn’t bear to see her cry any­
more, never mind all the times that 
I never saw her tears.
“I’ll call you tomorrow,” I said 
and kissed her cheeks as I left.
I looked back and saw her smil­
ing at me.
is lie out on Grotto Beach. It ‘s 
amazing the number of students 
that go to this school and they all 
come out when it is nice out. But, 
there is work to be done and you 
can do both. So, bring your blan­
ket, your husband pillows, and 
your sunscreen and enjoy reading 
your CIV.
If you need to get off the cam­
pus, there are two places that you 
must go. Newport is on top of the 
list. I know many have already 
been there on the class trip but go 
again and with only a few people 
this time. There is so much that 
you can do there; visit the man­
sions, shop, walk on the beach. 
Take a day and go down there and 
have fun. The second place is 
Thayer Street. If you have not yet 
gone you really must go. There 
are great shops and restaurants and 
it is a great place to spend an hour 
or a day. Also, it is closer to home 
than Newport so if you don’t have 
a lot of time, this is the place to 
go-
If you haven’t been to a Stuart’s 
night or to a sports event, this is 
the time to go. There are many 
different times and dates to choose 
from so you should be able to fit 
one into you schedule. Also, if you 
do nothing else, make sure you 
thank your RA and your hall di­
rector for all that they have done 
for you this year. Without them, 
your year probably would have 
been very different. All in all, en­
joy the remainder of the year. 
There is still a lot of fun to be had 
and a lot of new and interesting 
things to do.
Thanks to Mary for her contri­
butions to this article.
----- J—------; —----- .— -------- -
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Thank You Seniors!!
The following seniors have returned their pledge cards for the 1997 
Senior Class Giving Program. On behalf of those students who will 
benefit from your generosity, thank you!
Megan
Liam
Jennifer
Shaun
Meghan
Deanna
Carol
Melanie
Jeoffrey
Bill
Glen
Noelle
Kevin
Meggan
Nick
Vera
Ta Juan
Nathan
Brian
Ryan
Timothy
Maura
Norah
Christine
Meghan
Erin
Michael
Lea
Jeffrey
Claire
Megan
Kathryn
Allocca
Apostol
Azevedo
Billion
Biscone
Blanchard
Bodden
Brown
Chorvat
Conran
Cunningham
Daigneault
Dolan
Freytag
Giudice
Gomes
Greene
Greiner
Lavoie
Lott
McFadden
Molloy
O’Beirne
O’Brien
O’Brien
O’Leary
Rylant
Smirniotis
Smith
Temple
Whiteside
Wilson
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Tennis Continued
Z------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PC ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
continued from page 26
LeMasters and Monica Martinez 
secured wins in the #1 and #2 
spots. The Carleton contest also 
marked the return of senior cap­
tain Christy Judge, who missed the 
entire fall campaign rehabilitating 
from an ACL tear. Judge stepped 
into the #6 slot and defeated her 
opponent. Coach LaBranche says 
that the California trip “really did 
Christy well...it’s a tribute to her 
what she’s been able to do coming 
back from the injury.”
The bottom of the PC line-up 
saved the day in the squad’s 4-3 
triumph over Temple on March 21. 
Kim Bcrgin, Christina Martin, and 
Katie Burke secured wins in the 
#4, #5, and #6 spots to offset the 
Owls domination in the top three 
positions. The Friars swept 
doubles play.
DO THEY EVER STOP PLAY­
ING? (IMPORTANT FACTS 
ABOUT SPRING AND FALL 
TENNIS)
The Friar tennis teams AL­
WAYS seem to be playing games 
down on lower campus. They play 
matches in the fall, and some more 
in the spring. But there are impor­
tant differences between the two
Track Squads Step Up for 
Outdoor Campaign
continued from page 24
the 1500 and the 3000, neither of 
which is her strong suit (the 5000). 
Couture currently holds the fourth 
fastest time in the nation for the 
10000. That time is 34:44:03 
which she set in North Carolina 
two weeks ago. Meanwhile 
Haacke and Dupre qualified for 
nationals in their first attempt, also 
in Carolina.
Treacy is extremely excited 
about the coming prospects. Ad­
mittedly, he’s been looking for­
ward to this spring season for a
seasons.
The spring season coincides 
with the NCAA and Big East 
championships. LaBranche’s 
men’s squad focuses on the spring 
season, when they play 19 of their 
25 allotted matches. Only spring 
results are used to compute the re­
gional rankings. But the boys can’t 
afford to be idle in the fall, because 
the past few seasons they have 
been invited to the prestigious 
ECAC championships. Last fall 
PC went 1-2 at the ECAC’s.
In contrast to the men, the PC 
women play more matches (15 of 
25) in the fall. LaBranche explains 
that this is because women’s ten­
nis in New England is traditionally 
a fall sport, and that for many years 
the women’s Big East champion­
ships were held in the fall. When 
top tennis programs like Notre 
Dame and Miami entered the con­
ference, however, the Big East 
switched its women’s champion­
ships to the spring. But 
LaBranche’s club still focuses on 
the important Fall New England 
championships. His Lady Friars 
posted a 6-2 overall record last fall 
and finished second of seven 
schools at the New Englands.
long time. A good foundation was 
laid during the indoor season, and 
he’s optimistic the girls can build 
off that foundation.
“Obviously I hope that Krissy 
and Sarah and Dana will continue 
on with what they were doing in 
indoor season,” said the coach. 
“And Heather obviously had a fan­
tastic run down in Raleigh; it’s a 
huge jump for her. Now she’s 
looking to be a good scorer for us 
at NCAA’s. During indoor season 
we’re looking for those girls to 
qualify (for NCAA’). You go out­
doors now and you hope they step
NATIONAL STUDENT ATHLETE DAY 
APRIL 6, 1997 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR'S HONOR ROLL
Chris McManus '97 JJ Servidone '00
(Manhasset, NY) (Rensselaer, NY)
Lacrosse Softball
Chris scored eight goals and added two assists in 
PC's two wins against Niagara and Canisius over 
the weekend. He netted a game high six goals in the 
Friars’ 20-6 win on Saturday, April 5 against Niagara. 
Chris leads the team in scoring with 23 points (16 
goals, seven assists) in five games.
V_____________________ _____________________
JJ has been leading the Lady Friar softball squad 
this season. She leads the team in avg (309), hits 
(21), 2B (7), HR (1), slugging % (.456) and putouts 
(116). Last week she led the squad with a .309 av­
erage at the plate including a 3-4 performance 
against a powerful Notre Dame squad. 
___________________________________________ Z
up and they become scorers, mean­
ing they finish top eight and earn 
All-American. That’s the next step 
up for those girls.”
In other words, the goal in in­
doors was to qualify for the nation­
als, not bad scratch. Now, the goal 
isn’t just qualifying nationals, but 
rather being a force at the nation­
als.
One man who has been a force 
all year long, from cross country 
to indoor and now outside, has 
been senior Mike Donnelly. The 
Somerset MA, native placed fifth 
at the Raleigh Relays two weeks
ago with an NCAA qualifying time 
of 29:12:07. Leading a contingent 
of five Friars heading to the big 
dance. Mr.
Treacy hopes more will make 
the trip in June, specifically senior 
Dave Healy. Healy has been out­
standing throughout his first three 
years at PC, a perennial player in 
the NCAA’s, kind of like Pitino. 
But senior year has been a battle, 
as the Cork, Ireland native had a 
none-Dave-like cross country 
campaign and just began turning 
it around at the end of indoors. He 
now feels that turnaround is per­
manent.
“In cross country, I realized tha 
I had a very big part to play (oi 
the team), and I tried to do tor 
much, rather than just letting i 
happen,” Healy explained. “ 
pushed myself too much. Durin; 
winter track I realized that if 
backed off the training a little bil 
my limes would get better. Traci 
can be funny that way. I feel lik 
I’ve finally turned the corner.”
The first big test for Heal) 
McMahon, hopeful?
McCambridge and the rest of th 
kids comes April 24-26 at the pres
s Penn Relavs
Mark Adams Basketball Kevin Finnerty . Lacrosse
George Adanas Tennis Michael Galligan Baseball
Michael Aheam Swimming Kelly Galligan Soccer
Thomas Babka Soccer Gladys Ganiel Cross Country/Track
Corey Bike Baseball Joseph Gesker Swimming
Garrett Blair Track Sheila Gibbons Soccer”
Steven Brown Soccer Matthew Gibney Lacrosse
Robert Brown Soccer David Green Hockey
Kathleen Burke Tennis Kristine Haacke Track
Karen Cammarata Soccer Jason Hanrahan Lacrosse
Christopher Caprio Baseball Michael Harrington Baseball
Michelle Caravana Soccer David Healy Cross Country/Track
Peter Carbone Baseball Heather Horton Track
Maura Cignetti Track Todd Incantalupo Baseball
Angelo Ciminiello Baseball Christopher Ivany Soccer
David Cirilli Lacrosse Judith Jablecki Soccer
Carta Clemente Swimming Shertyl Jones Volleyball/Hockey
lulie Cooper Track Christie Judge Tennis
Richard Cordelia Basketball Kristen Karn Volleyball
Mollie Costello Field Hockey Mark Kane Hockey
Christopher Coulis Soccer Peter Karalekas Golf
Joshua Cox Baseball Kathleen Kelly Swimming
Elizabeth Cuny Tennis Nicholas Kent Indoor Track
Anthony Czar Soccer Elizabeth King Soccer
Jen Davis Basketball Troy Lake Hockey
Richard Diehard Colt Tara Largess Soccer
Joseph Donahue Soccer Rebecca Loftus Volleyball
Michael Donnelly Track Carol Lukasik Volleyball
Colleen Doyce Swimming Amanda Lynch Soccer
Sarah Dupre Track Bridget MacLaughlin Track
Jennifer Ferencko Volleyball Nadine Malcolm Basketball
Natasha Fine Hockey Maria McCambridge Cross Country/Track
Christina Martin Tennis Kara Shea Softball
Monica Martinez Tennis Jamie Shipman Field Hockey
Vincent Martino Hockey Lauren Smith Softball
James Mascia Lacrosse Jamie Soteriades Field Hockey
Michael Matyszewski Lacrosse Kerri Sullivan Basketball
Kelly McCusker Soccer Stacy Sweetser Swimming
Patricia McGraw Soccer Bryan Tamul Baseball
Paul McNamara Cross Country/Track Michael Taylor Tennis
Patrice McNeice Cross Country/Track Kristin Thorvaldsen Track
Marie McNulty Softball Edward Tolan Lacrosse
Scott Michaelowski Swimming Zachariah Ventress Track
Jed Michnowicz Swimming Paula Wagoner Field Hockey
Jonathan Moog Tennis Alison Wheeler Hockey
Susan Mumane Cross Country Julie Wheeler Basketball
Shannon Najjar Swimming Alissa Wickles Field Hockey
Robert Newton Tennis Dylan Williams Tennis
Joseph O'Connell Soccer James Williams Tennis
Mary-Margaret O’Connor Swimming Chris Wolken Tennis
John O'Neil Tennis Michael Wright Lacrosse
Denise O’Sullivan Field Hockey Lisa Zagura Soccer
Scott Palmieri Baseball
Michael Pandolfo Baseball
John Poloski Tennis
Erin Quaglia Softball
Laura Ramig Volleyball
Jesse Ricardo Soccer
James Riccobono Soccer
Amanda Rose Softball
Kevin Ryan Tennis
Renee Sands Soccer
Mandy Saunders Basketball
Christina Schairer Hockey
CONGRATULATIONS TO THESE SUPERB STUDENT-ATHLETES!
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Life In Birmingham: 
How Divine!
RECORD: 24-12 overall, 10-8 Big East
Birmingham, Alabama
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Friars End Season 
in Style: 
the Elite Eight
Stepping Up
Friar Track Preps for 
Penn Relays
continued from page 28
points, 11 rebounds (including 
eight offensive boards) in 41 min­
utes. However, he will be most
remembered for 
the fact that he 
hit the shot of 
the game.
PC was 
down three with 
14 seconds left 
to play in the 
game and had 
no time outs. A 
three was 
needed.
Wright, a 
sophomore 
guard, whipped 
a pass to Tho­
mas who was 
floating along 
the left
baseline. Tho­
mas caught the 
ball, calmly 
stepped behind 
the arc, and 
drilled the game 
lying three. The 
place went nuts.
It was all for 
naught, how­
ever, as the Fri­
ars couldn’t 
muster another 
effort in over­
time. You can­
not blame them 
however.
Croshere had 
been sitting the 
bench long
enough for cobwebs to start col­
lecting. Senior forward Derrick 
Brown, arguably the heart and soul 
of the team, fouled out midway 
through the extra session. Senior
center Ruben Garces, playing with 
a myriad of painful, nagging inju­
ries, was using all of his available 
energy just to get up and down the 
floor. Senior guard Jason Murdock
was unavailable due to a technical 
foul he had received and Head 
Coach Pete Gillen’s displeasure of 
it. Therefore, seldom used forward
Kofi Pointer ’00 had to be thrust 
into the action.
Then again, the Friars have 
never been quite successful in 
overtime, having gone 0-4 for the
season in games 
that went into the 
extra session. 
However, in this 
case PC has come 
back from the 
dead in order to 
tie the game.
Providence 
ended its season 
ranked in the top 
15 in the country 
according to the 
Associated Press. 
Along the way 
they have swayed 
fans, media, and 
everyone else into 
being Friar fanat­
ics. However, 
this hasn’t always 
been the case. PC 
rarely gets the re­
spect they de­
serve for the re­
sults they get.
After the Ari­
zona game, a re­
porter asked 
Shammgod if the 
team will get its 
due respect at the 
beginning of next 
year. “I’d like to 
think so, but I 
think we won’t,” 
said Shammgod. 
“We have great 
players coming
back but we have a lot of great 
players leaving. We are just going 
to have to start from scratch again 
next year.”
by John Carchedi '98
Asst. Sports Editor
Perhaps it was a blessing in dis­
guise.
PC’s super Friar and world 
class harrier Marie McMahon 
missed her senior year indoor sea­
son due to injury. Now injury is a 
pain in the arse in any sport, but 
for McMahon, it meant that she 
would miss a big chunk of her fi­
nal Friar year and it kept the 
Ennistymon, Ireland native from 
defending the 5000-meter national 
championship she won last year.
But, hear me out (or rather read 
me through). It may have been a 
good thing. You see, McMahon 
has returned to competition in time 
for the start of the outdoor season 
and is on fire. So are her team­
mates.
“We were pretty thin during 
indoor sea­
son, espe­
cially on the 
women’s 
side,” ex- 
plained 
head coach 
Ray Treacy,
“without 
Marie and 
Maria 
(McCam 
bridge, the 
junior 
phenom 
who also 
missed in­
door due to 
flippin’ in­
jury). But 
saying that, 
the girls re- 
s p o n d e d
very well to the challenge, and it 
actually turned out to be a really 
good exercise because girls that
Heather Couture '97
usually rely on Marie and Maria 
to take a lot of the spotlight and 
stuff like that stepped up and did a 
great job during the indoor sea­
son."
Okay let me explain. No, 
there’s not enough time, let me 
sum up. McMahon and 
McCambridge are considered the 
number one and two harriers on 
this team, based on past perfor­
mances. They’re what we in the 
biz call the “studs” of the squad. 
With the pair ailing, others have 
had to step into the limelight and 
they’ve done so nicely.
“Sarah (Dupre) and Krissy 
(Haacke) and Dana (Ostrander) in 
particular, I think have brought 
themselves to a new level,” added 
Treacy. “Now that (McMahon and 
McCambridge ) are back, they’re 
looking to greater things from 
themselves during the outdoor sea­
son.
With 
t h e 
count- 
down to 
McCamb 
ridge’s 
winding 
down, 
MMfrn 
Dupre, 
Haacke, 
Ostrander, 
and se­
tt i o r 
captain 
Heather 
Couture 
are run- 
n i n g 
phe­
nom­
enally. 
McMihn
has already qualified for the 
NCAA’s in two separate events,
continued on page 22
Friar Lax Bows to Stags After Great Start
continued from page 28
(I0G, 7A) stepped up and scored 
the second goal of the first quar­
ter, putting the Friars in the lead 
2-1.
The second quarter was when 
the Stags struck hard. Despite the 
Friars’ tight defense, the opponents 
managed to penetrate and score six 
goals. The quarter was not a com­
plete shut out for the Friars though. 
Sophomore midfielder Craig 
Schwalb (8G, 7A) scored the first 
of his two goals of the game. When 
the smoke cleared, the Friars were 
left trailing 7-3 going into halftime.
The Friars entered the second 
half knowing that they had their 
work cut out for them. So they 
wasted no time. In the opening 
minute, they had five shots on 
goal. Senior midfielder Tom 
Bongiorno (9G, 5A) finally suc­
ceeded when he scored the first of 
his three goals of the game off of 
an assist from senior attack Chris 
McManus (16G, 9A). This assist 
pushed him over the limit. 
McManus now totals 160 career 
points, making him the all-time 
scoring leader in PC history.
However, the efforts of the Fri­
ars were not enough. Despite two
more goals from Bongiorno and 
one more from Schwalb, the Stags 
won 12-7. Bongiorno commented 
on the loss saying that “ we 
put in a good effort in the first 
half, but we were just too 
anxious and went to the goal 
too fast in the second.”
Despite the poor weather 
conditions that the April 
Fool’s Day Blizzard left be­
hind, the Friars Lacrosse 
team did play two other 
league games. They battled 
Canisius (0-4) on Sunday at 
PC’s Glay Field with a final 
score of 9-8, and then 
Niagara (0-4) on Saturday at 
Boston College with a final 
score of 20-6. The Friars’ 
victories helped them pre­
serve, at the time, their un­
tainted record of 4-0 in the 
MAAC and placed them in a 
three-way tie for first place 
with Mount Saint Mary’s (4-0) and 
Fairfield.
The Canisius match was an ex­
citing come from behind victory. 
At the end of the first quarter of 
play, both teams seemed evenly 
matched with the score being tied 
at four. Then Golden Griffins
pulled away and had the lead over 
the Friars entering the fourth quar­
ter, 8-5. But the Friars fought back.
Ken Leahy '00
The defense, again led by se­
nior captain David Cirelli, pro­
vided a strong cushion that enabled 
the offense to attack at full 
strength. The Friars scored four 
unanswered goals in the fourth 
quarter that secured their win. 
Bongiorno commented that this
win, “was an effort from all 32 
players.”
The most exciting of these 
goals came with 48 seconds 
left in the game. Freshman 
attack Kenneth Leahy (10G, 
8A) scored his second goal 
of the game and his tenth of 
the season to break the 8-8 
tie. Leahy expressed that 
having been stuffed twice be­
fore in one-on-one matchups 
with the goalie, “it was satis­
fying to finally get it past 
him.”
Another one of the goals 
scored in the fourth quarter 
came from, you guessed it, 
senior attack and captain 
Chris McManus. His two 
goals and one assist in this 
game helped him earn the 
title of MAAC Player of the 
Week. The title is well de­
served after Sunday’s perfor­
mance and the outstanding season 
high of six goals and one assist 
versus Niagara in Saturday’s 20-6 
victory over Niagara (0-4). 
McManus is now ranked among 
the top eight in the MAAC for
scoring, goals, and assists.
The Friar victories were also 
aided by excellent goaltending. 
Sophomore Rob Chambers had 
eight saves versus Niagara and ten 
saves versus Canisius. In addition 
to the ten saves in the loss to 
Fairfield his number is now up to 
66 for the season.
In contrast to the Canisius 
game, a Friar victory was never in 
doubt in the game versus Niagara. 
The Friars outscored their oppo­
nents every quarter. Among one of 
the leading scorers with McManus 
was Bongiorno who had a season 
high of four goals, tying his career 
high and offering high hopes for 
the rest of the season.
At present the Friar record is 
now 4-1 in the MAAC and 4-2 
overall. This drops them into sec­
ond place. Fairfield remains tied 
for first place with Mount Saint 
Mary’s, but that tie might be bro­
ken as early as this weekend when 
MSM plays Ohio State. The Fri­
ars are in action again this week­
end with a busy road schedule. 
They travel to play Manhattan on 
Saturday and then venture to New 
Hampshire on Sunday.
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How Sweet It Is march
by Kim Galipeau '99
Sports Writer
Starting college for the first 
time brings about a lot of new 
adjustments: dorms, classes, Ray 
food, etc. In addition to all that, 
however, freshman athletes have 
even more things to be concerned 
with.
Venturing over to Hendricken 
Field, one is likely to see a few 
new faces sporting the black and 
white uniforms of the PC base­
ball team.
Fortunately, these new players 
have seasoned veterans who will 
help them gain both knowledge 
and experience.
In the future newcomer Jer­
emy Sweet will have some big 
shoes to fill behind the plate. 
1996 All-BIG EAST First Team 
member, junior Scott Friedholm, 
who primarily wears the catcher’s 
gear, will be the one to teach 
Sweet all he knows, to help him 
fill those shoes.
As a native of East Freetown, 
MA, Sweet has been constantly 
involved in baseball, especially 
throughout his stay at 
Apponequet High School.
After being brought up to var­
sity mid-way through his fresh­
man season, Sweet continued to 
play hard for his remaining three 
high school years.
The time then came when Jer­
emy had to begin to think about 
which college he was planning to 
attend. After receiving a letter 
from last year’s PC baseball 
coach, Paul Kostacopoulos, ask­
ing him to play for the Friars, 
Sweet came here for a visit.
“As soon as I came here, I 
knew I wanted to come to Provi­
Hey Kids,
Check next week's issue of The Cowl as 
our fearless A + E editor and golf guru...
SALES
Teamwork
Technology
At Standard Register, a Fortune 1000 Company, our success was built by 
innovative, forward-thinking professionals with commitment to providing 
value-added products and services. Enjoy personal development in a team- 
oriented, technologically advanced environment. Shouldn't your career goals 
be focused on the opportunities available with a leader?
Sales Representatives
We are searching for dynamic Sales Representatives to join our local sales teams. These 
key positions will be representing a product line that includes: labels, custom paper 
documents, imprint services and electronic solutions.
Necessary Qualifications:
• Bachelor's Degree
• Outstanding Written & Verbal Communication Skills
• Strong Desire/Aptitude for Outside Sales
• Computer Literacy
• Analytical Ability
• Well Developed Interpersonal Skills 
We Offer:
• Unlimited Earning Potential
• Salary Plus Commission
• Excellent Training and Benefits
• Sales and Management Career Paths
On Campus Interviews: April 30
As a major business leader we offer competitive compensation, incentives, benefits and 
clear advancement potential. PLEASE SIGN UP AT CAREER SERVICES TO TALK TO 
OUR REPRESENTATIVE or send resume to: Standard Register, P.O. Box 1167, 
Dayton, OH 45401, ATTN: C. Springer, Fax: 937-443-1855. 
Standard Register is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
http://www.stdreg.com
Innovative Documents & Systems
f
dence,” confirms Sweet. Sweet 
enjoyed his visit here and liked the 
coach and the whole baseball pro­
gram in general.
In September, baseball “started 
right up,” and each September, the 
team must get used to saying good­
bye to departing seniors and wel­
coming in the new freshmen.
“Everyone [on the team] was 
real friendly,” comments Sweet. “I 
didn’t feel out of place at all.”
Jeremy Sweet '00
“All of the freshmen have 
played a pretty important role so far 
this season,” admits Friedholm. 
“It’s easy to accept them especially 
if they help to contribute to the 
team. We don’t consider them fresh­
men when we’re on the field.”
Coming into the Spring season, 
Jeremy knew that Friedholm has 
been the starting catcher and that he 
“would be backing him up.”
“(Scott) has been really great,” 
replies Sweet. “He’s given me a lot 
of tips on things that I need to work
“(Jeremy) has got talent,” com­
ments Friedholm. “He’s going to 
be a player.”
Now competing at a much 
higher level than high school ball, 
Sweet has begun to make the nec­
essary transition.
“It’s a big step, but it’s some­
thing that you’ve got to get used 
to,” Sweet admits.
A newcomer this year as well 
is Coach Charlie Hickey who has 
also helped to make this transition 
a little bit easier.
“He’s really a great guy and a 
great coach,” replies Sweet. “He’s 
always telling everyone where 
they stand and always helping ev­
eryone out.”
With the baseball draft coming 
up in a couple months, some of our 
PC Friars may get the chance to 
move on to the professional ranks, 
including Friedholm. If it happens 
that Friedholm receives an offer 
and decides to accept it, Sweet will 
get the chance to start behind the 
plate next year as a sophomore.
“Right now I don’t think he’s 
ready mentally,” replies 
Friedholm. “He’s done well in 
games he’s played in this year, 
however, so he should do fine (if 
he gets to start).”
Sweet is already planning to 
play in a summer league for the 
Rhode Island Reds, after this PC 
season is complete. This will help 
him to gain the experience that he 
needs to help him throughout the 
rest of his college career.
Long-term goals? Naturally 
Sweet has a wish to eventually 
make it to the Majors. That’s 
pretty much every baseball 
player’s dream. However, the First 
step is starting for the Friars.
...gives us his pulwitzer-prize preview of 
the PC Golf Team.
APARTMENTS
embroke Ave
..areeBedrooms
_____________
New Kitchen: New Cabinets, Stove, 
Refrigerator and dishwasher
New Gas Baseboard Heating 
& Hot Water
New Bathrooms 
Secure Area with Lighted Parking 
$ 700 per month 
Call 274-7763
MADNESS:
Providence Style
by Ken Martin '99
Sports Writer
Computers, television, newspa­
pers—it is difficult for the athletes 
of the 90’s to hide from these mod­
ern day reflectors. If Dennis Rod- 
man uses a cameraman as a soc­
cer ball we will surely hear about 
it on the nightly news. However, 
athletes are not the only ones to 
live under the public microscope. 
Fans of sports
All year 
long,
getting PC 
fans to 
sporting
events was 
like asking 
them to 
repeat Civ
on every level 
create headlines 
as well. And 
usually it is the 
ill-advised ac­
tions of fans that 
catches the eye 
of the watchful 
media.
A prime ex­
ample of this be­
havior was evi­
dent following 
the men’s bas­
ketball team’s 
victory over 
Tennessee Chat­
tanooga in the 
NCAA Tourna­
ment. In the af­
termath of the 
brilliant Friar 
effort, select 
students cel­
ebrated the vic­
tory by causing 
a semi-riot on
Eaton Street. According to wire 
reports, Providence Police had to 
be called in to restore order among 
the predominantly drunk and dis­
orderly crowd. Also, authorities 
arrested one Providence student 
and allegedly used pepper spray on 
others to calm the crowd of ap­
proximately 200.
The actions of Providence fans 
are quite puzzling.
All year long, getting PC fans 
to sporting events was like asking 
them to repeat Civ. The overpow­
'■ r1” A ’
ering presence of a 90210 view­
ing or a night at Club E’s seemed 
to replace any possibility of a stu­
dent cheering at a sporting event. 
Granted, not everyone is a sports 
fan and that is fine. Yet, when a 
percentage of the Providence stu­
dent body decided to jump on the 
Friar band wagon during the 
NCAA Tournament, they did not 
know how to handle the winning 
like civilized fans. After the first 
round Marquette 
win, students liv­
ing in the quad 
decided to laud by 
throwing their TV 
out the window. I 
guess they didn’t 
want to watch the 
next round. Wow, 
great dunk! Let's 
throw the VCR 
out too. Hey, if 
Providence makes 
it to the Final Four 
my bed has defi­
nitely got to go.
Indeed it is an­
other example of 
Generation Xers 
being the apa­
thetic and am­
bivalent group 
they so much hate 
to be categorized 
as being. Well lift 
your head up from 
the keg cup for a 
moment and look
into the mirror. These are the ac­
tions supposed fans carried out.
For all the hard work the Friars 
put into their quest for a Final Four 
bid, it is a shame they couldn’t 
make it to the championship round. 
However, it seems just that the fair- 
weather Providence fans weren’t 
exposed to the sweetness of a Fi­
nal Four—an event that should be 
saved for schools with knowledge­
able and loyal fans.
And look at the bright side, no 
more falling televisions.
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Tennis Teams 
Making A Racket
A
by Gladys Ganiel '99
Sports Writer
When the blizzard roared in one 
week ago, it seemed as if the PC 
men’s tennis team would never be 
lobbing balls on lower campus. 
But a mere seven days after 
Mother Nature dumped 16 inches 
of snow on Providence and caused 
the Friars to miss two home 
matches, the sun was shining and 
so were the Friars. PC improved 
to 10-3 on the spring season and 
11-5 overall with 7-0 shutouts of 
the University of Rhode Island and 
the University of Connecticut on 
Monday and Tuesday.
Tuesday’s win over URI was a 
make-up contest, and it marked 
PC’s fourth match in five days. 
Unfortunately, there is no rest 
ahead for the weary Friars. PC 
played Yale away on Wednesday 
and hosted Farleigh Dickinson on 
Thursday. The team has Friday off 
for travel, but will play matches on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Coach Carl LaBranche took one 
look at his team’s grueling sched­
ule and decided to rest his #1 
singles player, Dylan Williams, in 
the match against URI. Williams, 
who battled an injury to his right
shoulder during the fall season, 
hasn’t been bothered by the shoul­
der this spring. But it’s better to 
be safe than sorry.
“We have a big match tomorrow 
against Yale,” Williams explained 
on Tuesday as he watched his 
younger brother Jamie take his
The California 
trip "really did 
Christie well... 
it’s a tribute to 
her what she's 
been able to do 
coming back 
from the injury."
place in the #1 spot. “And this 
gives others a chance to play as 
well, so that helps the team.”
One of the Friars who picked up 
the slack was sophomore John 
Moog. Moog stepped into the 
singles rotation at the #6 spot and 
secured a 6-3, 6-1 victory. J. Wil­
liams turned in a 6-4, 6-2 victory
over the Rams’ ace Chris Bender. 
Bender, a lefty, came at Williams 
with a slugging baseline game. 
Williams, however, outmatched 
his opponent by countering 
Bender’s baseline tactics with 
timely charges to the net.
“It was frustrating, though,” J. 
Williams admitted. “I didn’t en­
joy it, it was so windy.” Indeed, 
the notorious Providence wind 
played tricks with the ball and 
made serving particularly difficult. 
D. Williams commented that his 
brother usually plays better, but the 
wind had a “leveling” effect and 
made the match against Bender 
closer than it might have been.
Felipe Vivar knocked off the 
Rams’ lanky left-hander, Derik 
Lorisch, 6-1, 6-3 out of the num­
ber two position. The Friars also 
swept the doubles matches.
PC made easy work of visiting 
UConn on Monday afternoon, run­
ning away with the 7-0 victory. All 
six singles players captured their 
games in straight sets. 
WEEKEND ACTION
Coach LaBranche points to the 
Friars 5-2 victory at Rutgers on 
Sunday as a key win. The doubles 
teams of J. Williams-Vivar and D. 
Williams-Chris Woken defeated
Sophomore Jaime Williams displaying good form
.4K
$250 Prize for best
Essay on Thomism
Open to all PC Undergraduates 
For an original essay on Thomism of between 3500 
and 5000 words - typed and double spaced. 
Substantial Cash award from an endowed fimd by Leon 
J. Podles ‘68 of Baltimore Maryland to honor Thomas 
Urban Mullaney, O.P., S.T.M.
Deadline - March 1,1997
Submit to Theology Department office in Joseph Hall 
Th^ award was established through the generosity of Leon J. 
Podles of Baltimore, Maryland, and its official title is “The Rev. 
Thomas Urban Mullaney, O.P., S TM Prize for the Best Essay on 
Thomism.” The competition is open to all undergraduate stu­
dents of Providence College and is to be awarded yearly. The 
essay should be an original exposition of some facet of Thomism 
and be between 3,500 and 5,000 words - typed and double 
spaced. The closing date this year for submission of essays will 
be March 1,1997. The award this year will be a check for 
$250.00 along with an appropriate commemorative item to be 
presented at the Senior Awards event or other designated event. 
The recipient will be notified May 1,1997, or within 10 days of 
the actual award ceremony.
their opponents 9-3 and 8-6, re­
spectively, to give PC an early 
edge in the contest. J. Williams 
and Vivar then captured their 
singles matches in straight sets. 
The Friars got the clinching point 
when D. Williams battled to a 3-6, 
6-2,7-5 triumph. Almost simulta­
neously John Weber defeated his 
foe in the #5 position, providing a 
point that LaBranche says “was 
just as important as Dylan’s.”
PC fell 6-1 at Dartmouth on Fri- - 
day as only D. Williams managed 
a singles victory. LaBranche says 
that the Dartmouth loss was not 
unexpected, and that the Big Green 
is one of the strongest teams that 
the Friars play. LaBranche notes, 
however, that PC has defeated two 
traditionally strong Ivy League 
squads this season (Brown and
Cornell), a first for the Friar pro­
gram.
The men also played four 
matches over spring break, win­
ning three of them. The Friars 
capped that week with impressive 
7-0 defeats of San Francisco and 
Carleton College at a tournament 
in California. PC swept host Bos­
ton College 6-0 on March 20, but 
dropped a 4-3 decision to Temple 
at home on March 21.
WOMEN WIN TWICE
The women’s team has not been 
in action since spring break, but the 
Lady Friars gained two victories 
back in March. PC knocked off 
Carleton College 5-2 on March 27 
in California. The Friars won all 
three doubles matches, and Jessie
continued on page 22
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 
FOR RENT
2-6 BEDROOMS 
WASHER/DRYER 
SECURITY SYSTEMS
STOVES, REFRIDGERATORS, DISHWASHERS
LOCATIONS ON PEMBROKE, EATON, AND OAKj 
LAND AVENUES 
Call247-2125
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The Tough Got Going
The Men's Baseball Team Rebounds to Beat the BC Eagles After A Rough Start
by Joe Valenzano '00
Sports Writer
It’s the age old phrase—’’When the go­
ing gets lough, the tough get going.” For 
the Friar baseball team, the going is very 
tough, and it is getting near the time where 
they have to get going. Since beginning 
their Big East schedule the Friars have been 
2-10, with their only two wins coming 
against the Pirates of Seton Hall, 5-1, and 
this Wednesday against the Boston College 
Eagles, 10-7, thanks to a five run third in­
ning.
In some of those games the ball did not 
bounce the Friars' way, in others the Friars 
failed to come through with the one big hit 
that would put them back in the game, and 
in others still the Friars just made costly 
mistakes.
“It’s been the type of situation where 
everything that could go wrong has,” said 
senior centerfielder Bryan Tamul (.317, 6 
HR, 29 RBI). Indeed, the Friars have run 
head first into Murphy’s Law.
On Wednesday, though, the Friars ap­
peared to see the light at the end of the tun­
nel. The Friars came out of the box fast, 
hitting two home runs in the bottom of the 
first inning, one by Tamul, and the other by 
sophomore left fielder Angelo Ciminiello 
(.400, 4HR, 25 RBI). In the second inning 
the Friars got on the board again, courtesy 
of a tape measure home run to center field 
that landed only twenty feet shy of Harkins 
Hall by Keith Reed (.207, 3HR, 12 RBI). 
The freshman designated hitter’s smash 
made the score 3-0.
In the top of the third inning BC lied the 
game. Their rally, which was capped by a 
two out single by center fielder Brendan 
Levesque, could have been averted if a pop 
up to shallow left field was caught.
This tie, however, was not meant to last, 
with the Friars plating five runs in the bot­
Classified ICY RECEPTION
Sports Marketing Research 
PT interviewers needed 
People who like to travel and have 
flexible schedules. Call perfor­
mance Research 
401-848-5893
Apartment For Rent 
Pembroke Ave near P.C. 3 large 
bedrooms, new kitchen, appli­
ances, stove, refrigerator, dish­
washer. New gas baseboard heat,
and gas hot water, new bathrooms. 
Secure area with lighted parking, 
Call 274-7763 
$750 per month
Drivers Needed 
for Mobile Menu 
11:00 am-2:00pm
Must own vehicle and nave insur­
ance and license. 
272-3463
Body Builders'athletes:
Get the best nutricional supple­
ments at the lowest prices-AST, 
Sportpharma, Met-Rx, Champion. 
Sale Vyopro, DHEA, Creatine, 
Vanadyl:
Call 1-800-948-4843 for a free 
catalog. That's 1-800-948-HUGE
tom half of the inning to go ahead for good. 
Four of the runs came by virtue of a solo 
home run by Tamul, and a three run blast 
by Reed. The Friars were outscored the rest 
of the way, but in the end when the score
Scott Friedholm '98 is on a tear, opening the season hitting .405
Tanning
College Special!!!
Tan for $3 before 3pm 
with college ID
New sun capsule tanning booths!
Spectrum Tanning 
Located at the corner of Branch 
and Charles 
861-6723 
460 Branch Ave 
Providence RI
HELP WANTED
Drivers wanted, must have own 
car, some experience prefered. 
Jimmy Love's Pizza.Call ask for 
George, 351-1819
Apartment for Rent!
*2-3 &4 bedrooms* 
**fully furnished** 
**washer and dryers** 
*New and updated kitchens and 
baths*
*high efficient heating systems* 
*outside security lighting** 
**ample parking**
110-112 Eaton Street 
353-5108
Looking for a great place to work? 
NOW HIRING
For our new location opening soon 
in Warwick for all hourly positions. 
*Servers* Cashiers* 
*Kitchen Staff*
1500 Bald Hill Rd.
Rt 2 & Rt 117 
Warwick
read Friars 10, Eagles 7, that did not matter.
Besides Reed and Tamul, senior right 
fielder Mike Harrington (.362, 4 HR, 20
RBI) went 4-4 with two RBI’s and a run 
scored. Senior starting pitcher Andy Byron
Lady Friars Drop Doubleheader to 
Brown (and it was ridiculously cold)
by Frank Mills '98
Sports Writer_________________________
If you were surprised by the change in 
temperature on Wednesday just think: at 
least you weren’t out playing softball. The 
Lady Friars softball team traveled over to 
Brown on Wednesday for a frozen double- 
header. PC lost both games, the first 13-0 
and the second 4-0. Don’t let the scores fool 
you, this is a decent team that had a bad day. 
Maybe it was the temperature. Insert your 
frozen tundra joke here.
The first game got off to a rocky start as 
the home team came out slapping the ball 
hard. A five run first inning and four run 
second inning put the game out of reach.
Coach Michelle Fagnant commented, 
“We shouldn’t give them a huge inning like 
we did. We put them in a position to score 
runs, we need to find a way to get those three 
outs.”
Brown’s Katie King proved to be a 
double threat as she shut down the Lady 
Friars with her pitching as well as picking 
up five RBI’s at the plate. PC could not pick 
up the scoring, mustering only two hits.
Coach Fagnant continued, “ We need to 
get the hits when we need the hits. A good 
team is going to find a way to do that. That’s 
something we have to take control of.”
Lady Friar third baseman Lynn Souza 
commented, “Brown came up fired up. They 
were really psyched up to have all their play­
ers back, because some had been playing 
hockey and others had been hurt.
“(Brown just hit the ball hard,” added 
Souza. “We hit the ball hard at times, but it 
was right at someone. It was one of those 
days where you feel like they have thirty
(31 K’s in 45 innings, 6.00 ERA) went the 
distance, turning in a gutsy performance to 
improve his record to 4-2. The senior hurler 
fanned nine while throwing 152 pitches, al­
most one hundred of which were strikes. “I 
just wanted to keep us in the game,” said 
the big right hander.
“Pitching is 90% of the game, and we’ve 
been hurt by losing (to injury) Todd Murray, 
Mike Galligan, and to some extent Jim 
O’Brien,” explained first-year coach Charlie 
Hickey, whose club raised its record to 15- 
13 Wednesday. “We have gotten great per­
formances by Andy (Byron).
Pitching of late has been a problem for 
the Friars, with junior Todd Incantalupo 
having three uncharacteristic outings (15 1/ 
3 IP, 23 earned runs, 3 starts), and sopho­
more Rob Corraro taking a downturn since 
his hot start (12 IP, 10 ER, 17hits, 3 games).
The Friars' hitting on the other hand has 
been fairly consistent, with great outbursts
like against BC.
“We hit the ball well today,” said hitting 
coach John Navillial. The team is hitting 
.328 in its 28 games.
The road is a tough one for the Friars, 
who have a three game make or break set 
this weekend with the St. John’s Red Storm, 
and fifteen of their remaining twenty games 
against Big East foes.
“I think we stack up real well against 
them (other teams in the Big East) when we 
play clean hard baseball and everyone does 
their job. If that happens we should finish 
off real well,” said senior co-captain and 
second baseman Scott Palmieri (.327, I HR, 
18 RBI).
With a steep climb ahead of them, the 
defending American Division Champions of 
the Big East have to get themselves going. 
Staying motivated and keeping momentum 
are what tough teams do, and it’s time the 
Friars prove to themselves and the Big East 
just how lough they are.
players in the field and we have three. It was 
a tough loss.”
The Lady Friars were not allowed to thaw 
out for long as game two began. This time, 
getting out of ihe first two innings with the 
game close, PC trailed by a run going into 
the fifth inning. In the fifth, Brown’s Becky 
Kellar slapped a double to left field scoring 
Melissa Panchuck.
The Lady Friars appeared to be rallying 
in the sixth with runners on first and second 
with one out. Brown’s Kristen Marshall got 
out of the jam by forcing a ground-out and 
a pop fly.
Brown took control in the bottom of the 
sixth when Whitney Taylor smacked a deep 
double that scored two runs. The Lady Fri­
ars got one last shot in the top of the second 
when Lynn Souza led off and drew a walk. 
PC couldn’t rally as the game ended with a 
double play.
The two losses moved the Lady Friars 
overall record to 8-15. Freshman Jami 
Servidone has hit the ball well leading the 
team with a .309 batting average and 21 hits, 
including seven doubles. The pitching staff 
is led by junior Lauren Smith who came into 
the game with a 3.11 ERA and four wins. 
Freshman Heather Nathan also has four wins 
this season along with seventeen strike outs.
This is a very young team with only two 
seniors and two juniors in the lineup. One 
of those juniors, catcher Erin Quaglia, who 
is a candidate for All Big East honors and a 
key to the team’s success, is hindered by a
torn rotator cuff.
Despite the disappointing afternoon, 
Coach Fagnant remained optimistic, “We 
didn’t show it on the field but it was a good 
day team-wise for us.”
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PC RISES TO THE ELITE
Friars, Riding a Wave of Emotion, 
Finish Their Season 15th In the Country
by Cory R. McGann '98
Sports Editor
Unless you spent your Spring Break in a 
eave, you are well aware that the Providence 
College men’s basketball team advanced to 
the “Elite 8” in the NCAATournamcnt, their 
most successful finish to a season since the 
1986-87 Final Four Friars.
This year, we were close. How close? 
3.9 seconds away.
With 3.9 seconds left and the Friars tied 
with the Arizona Wildcats 85-85, a last sec­
ond jumper by Corey Wright missed the 
mark and sent the game into overtime. The
"It’s a blessing that 
we’re all on the same 
team, in the Elite Eight. 
When we were little, we 
never thought we’d be 
on the same team play­
ing together in the great­
est tournament in the 
world. People said we 
couldn't do it, but here 
we are." - God 
Shammgod '99
Black and While, who by this lime were 
black and blue, battled valiantly only to lose 
96-92 to the eventual national champions.
Disappointing, huh. To be that close, and 
not seal the deal, right?
Wrong. The team that showed up in Bir­
mingham was the same team that has been 
showing up ever since March Madness ar­
rived. A team with heart, determination, and 
guts. They battled, they fought. They lost, 
but they won everyone over.
Technically the game was supposed to 
be over with 9:16 left to1 go in regulation.
photo by Jennifer Piehler '97
New School, Old School: Jamel Thomas '99 and Derrick Brown '97 
celebrate after their win over the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
Senior tri-captain Austin Croshere was 
whistled on a very questionable over the 
back call that was his fifth and final foul.
“I don’t even remember being in the 
play,” said Croshere after the game.
With the team’s best player and leader 
out of the game, and the Friars' already down 
61-55, things didn’t look good for the up­
starts from Rhode Island.
And yet they still battled back. Down 
by as many as twelve they were brought 
back behind the stellar play of sophomore 
point guard God Shammgod. He finished 
the game with 23 points, five assists, and 
three steals while playing 43 minutes, the
"I've been playing hurt 
all year. I just go out 
and do my best. I feel 
the pain on every step.
It's a one-game season. I 
never dreamed I'd be 
here, so I just give every­
thing I have to win the 
game. The only thing 
that could keep me on 
the side is Coach Gillen" 
- Ruben Garces '97
most out of anyone on the door. That per­
formance and his work throughout the tour­
ney was the reason he was named to the 
Southeast Regional All-Tournament Team 
along with teammate Jamel Thomas, Paul 
Pierce from Kansas, and Mike Bibby and 
Miles Simon from Arizona. Simon was 
honored as the Most Outstanding Player.
Along with Shammgod, Thomas had an 
outstanding overall game, finishing with 23
continued on page 24
